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Senate Read Washington's Yesterday Ruppe Relieved th
Farewell Address This
Minority Strain by
Morning.

Former President Cleveland Makes Able
Address at Chicago, Which
Citizen Gives in Full.
FATHER

I r

-

Going

SENATE COMMITTEE WILL
EPORTFAVORABLY

BACK TO CHEER
ON

FELLOVVJ.ONESQMERS

Several Measures Affecting New Most of the Legislation Was Not
by Any Means of Sensa- - .
Mexico. Already Passed Fav
tlonal Character.
orably by the House.

REVERED

In Every Land Where Government by the People Is Sub.
verting Government by the Classes

Washington, D. C, Feb. 22. The
house committee on Interstate and
foreign commerce decided today to
favorably report the Townsend bill,
proviuing lor the appointment of a
commission by the president to ar
bltrate all labor troubles which
threaten Interstate commerce. The
committee amended the bill so as to
place the commission under the department of commerce and labor,
rather than the department of the
Interior.

For the Classes
t

Santa Fe, Feb. 22. By the passage
of house bill No. J 7 yesterday, the
house voted to abolish the office of
game and fish warden In New Mexico.
This Is the bill which waa Introduced
about two weeks ago by Mr. Mirabal,
who also wanted to abollBh several
other territorial office.
When the bill came before tha
house it was with the recommenda
tion from the committee on territorial
affairs that It be passed. There was
little argument.
The report of tne
committee waa adopted and the bill
was put on Its passage. The vote waa
IT ayes, t nays; those opposing the
passage of the bill being Abbott of
Colfax, Hudspeth, Martin, Moran and
Mulling. It was somewhat of a catch
as catch can for the minority for that
body was bereft of Its aspiring leader.
Captain Llttlefleld Ruppe of Bernalillo county. Mr. Ruppe voted "aye"
In no uncertain tone. He first Inquir
ed, however, if there was not anoth
er bill before the house or soon to
come before the house, providing for
the office of game warden under bet
ter conditions. He was told that at
least there was another bill pending.
The minority thereupon went to pieces
and It was sort of guess work with
most of Its members just exactly how
to vote. Several, however, have become so accustomed to saying no that
they responded In the good old way.
Mr. Mirabal wanted to reserve his
vote for reasons e did not state but
was forced to cast his vote by a vote
of the house standing 16 to 6. There
were two absent, Mr. Aldrlch, absent
owing to Illness, and Mr. Denlston.

an Incongruous possession by them, of
Chicago, Feb. 22.
days Is evidence
Grover Cleveland wm the guest of our commemorative
club's of a certain condition, and ts symphonor at the Union League
tomatic of a popular tendency whloh
celebration In honor of Washington'
birthday here today. He delivered is by no means reassuring.
On this day the Union League club
an address eulogizing Washington.
There will be a great banquet tonight of Chicago should especially rejoice
auspices
the
In the auditorium under
In the consciousness of patriotic ae
Mr. companlment,
of the Union League club.
and on this day of all
Cleveland said:
others, every one of its members
The American people are but little should regard his membership as a
Farewell Address Road.
Whatever else the
given to the observance of public badge of honor.
Washington, Feb. 22. The senate
holidays. This statement cannot be organization may have done, it has
began
today by comment
disposed of by the allegation that our Justified its existence and earned the
Houet now, i this not the position Mr. Sulzcr occupies? Some peanut politicians and hot air boosters orating Itsthesession
memory of George Wash'
to
of
allow
love
brief
too
whose
those
of
applause
himhistory
is
should
up
extricate
national
this city think ho
would prefer that ho bo a GOAT, but the men who are building
tngton, whose farewell address was
deserving country Is still unclouded by, the
the accumulation of days
self at once and bo a REAL ALBUQUERQUE ROOSTER.
read by Senator Burkett of Nebraska,
Is
Though
It
deliverance
the
done
for
work
has
It
civic commemoration.
The house did not observe the anni
acneg
people,
birthday
from
a
as
Washington's
of
tjue that our life
versary beyond a reference to it In
measuring
remembrance.
or
indolent
lect
cording to the standard
the prayer of the chaplain.
a
been
has
the existence of nations,
In furtherance of the high en MRS. THAW GETS THREE LAST SURVIVING FEW WAR IS ACTIVE NOW IN
with
filled
short one, It has been
deavor of your organization, it would
V'IrHt Appropriation
Signed.
glorious achievements; and though have been Impossible to select for
Washington, Feb. 22. The presi
not
it is
observance any other civic holiday
it must be conceded thatmagnifying
dent today signed the diplomatic and
CENTRAL AMERICA
ARE RESCUED
DAYS OF GOOD REST
given to us to see In the
having as broad and fitting a slgnlfl
consular appropriation bill, the first
exaggerated
mirage of antiquity the
cance as this.
memorizes me
of the regular supply measures to be
it
acted on by congress.
forms of American heroes, yet In the birth of one whose glorious deeds
upon
transcendently above all others
bright and normal light shed
are
IS
BEFOREjHE
our beginning and growth, are seen recorded in our national annals; and
President Wilt Speak.
grand and heroic men who have won In memorizing the birth of WashingWashington,
D. C. Feb. 22. Not
imperishable honor ond our ever- ton, it commemorates the Incarnation
withstanding It was a national holt
We cannot, of all the virtues and all the ideals
lasting remembrance.
spent a busy day,
Robbed day, the president being
therefore, excuse a lack of commem- that made our nationality possible Again Put on Gridiron by Dis From the Wrecked Steamer Warsaw Postofflce Is
occupied In
most of his time
orative inclination and a languid in- and gave It promise of growth and
his office on publio business. Late
of Thousands of Doof
Hook
Off
Berlin
the
Attorney
trict
Jerome's
incinotable
recalling
the
betoday he will leave for a two days'
terest in
strength.
It is a holiday that
dents of our country's past under the longs exclusively to the American
visit to Boston and Oroton, Mass,
llars
by
Terrorists.
Holland.
Questions.
Torturing
plea of a lack of commemorative ma- people.
where he got to see his boys at
All that Washington did
exschool. Tomorrow he will attend
terial; nor can we In this way obwas bound up In our national des
reception by the Harvard Union, at
plain our neglect adequately to
tiny.
The battles he fought were
COLOGNE HAS THE HIGHEST
RESCUE REACHEft THEM
Cambridge, at which he will make an
serve days which have actually been fought for American liberty, and the JUDGE IS ALLOWINC TO
set apart for the especial manifesta- victories he won gave us national in
TWENTY-FOUWATER IN FIFTEEN YEARS address.
HOURS L ATE
JEROME LARGE LATITUDE
tion of our loving appreciation of dependence. His example of unsel
New Mexico Matters.
the lives and the deeds of Americans, fish consecration and lofty patriotism
Special to The Evening Citizen.
who in crises of our birth and devel- made manifest as In an open book
Managua, Nicaragua,
Feb. 22.
Hook of Holland, Feb. 22. Ef
Nes- 22.
Evelyn
New
York,
Feb.
opment have sublimely wrought and that those virtues were conditions
Washington, D. C, Feb. 22. An
hundful of sur- Nicaraguan forces on February 20,
days to rest and forts to rescue theclung
nobly endured.
to the re- captured without opposition the town drews obtained a favorable report
vivors who have
not more vital to our nation's be blt Thaw has three
prepare
ordeal
for the continuous
mainder of the wrecked steamer Ber of El Trulnfo, in Honduras; and yes from the senate committee on terrl
If we are inclined to look for other ginning than to Its development and
terduy, after six hours' hard fighting, torles for New Mexico Institutions
hours, were
excuses, one may occur to us which, durability.
His faith In God, and which she Is undergoing at the hands lin for twenty-fou- r
throughout the night but the Nlcaraguan army occupied San and the Taos bond bills.
though by no means satisfying, may the fortitude of his faith, taught of the district attorney.
The Thaw
The Stephens house resolution, re
appear to gain a somewhat fanciful those for whom he wrought, that the trial was adjourned last night until were futile. Furious seas and a heavy Bernardino. Many Hondureana were
snow storm ruged all night, making killed or wounded, and the retreat questing Information if the Santa Fe
comes
plausibility by reason or its reier-- i surest strength of nations
morning.
Mrs. Thaw then it impossible for tugs or life boats to lng army left quantities of ammuni
It from the support of God's almighty Monday
railroad had extended its land gran
ence to the law of heredity.
His universal and unaffected takes the stand again and will be connect with the wreck. The cold tion and many rides on the field. The over mining claims, passed the house,
rests upon the theory that those who arm.
side
revealed the casualties to the Nlcaraguan
Andrews received a favorable re
secured for American nationality its sympathy with those In every sphere forced to go into more details of her was Intense butordaylight
eight persons had were a few men wounded.
port of the house committee on pub
life,
his thorough eventful life. All day she is expect- fact that six
first foothold, and watched over its of American
survived.
lie lands, granting land to Anna
weak Infancy, were so engrossed with knowledge of existing American conIs doubtNlcaraguai! Troops Alioud.
How It Happened.
the persistent and unescapable labors ditions and his wonderful foresight ed to be on the stand and it
Parts, Feb. 22. The Nlcaraguan Johnson.
Captain Parkinson of the Holt
of those yet to be, coupled with his ful if Jerome will be through with
that pressed upon them, and their
way
legation
today furnished the follow
was
on
steamship
who
his
line,
so
powerful Influence In the counsels of her even then.
hopes and aspirations led them
to Amsterdam on the Berlin to Join lng for publication:
constantly to thoughts of the fu- those who were to make or mar the
of
details
Its
life
and
21.
Various
her
"Managua, Nicaragua,
Hon COL. FARLEY AT
vessel, is the sole survivor thus
ture, that retrospection nearly be- fate of an Infant nation, made him a connection with Thaw and White are his
having violated the treaty of
duras
He
shore.
reached
who
the
far
has
faculty,
tremendous factor In the construe
came with them an extinct
Of course. suid this morning that the catas- Corlnto and renewed her provcations,
FT.
and that thus It may have happened tlon and adoption of the constitu still to be brought out.
trophe was due to the fact that the hostilities were resumed Monday.
that exclusive absorption in things tional chart by which the course of the actual truth of the story which Berlin broached Into a terrlfio sea as The Nlcaraguan troops triumphed
fupertaining to the present and
the newly launched republic could be Mrs. Thaw told
and she was entering the waterway, and and are now murchlng upon Egucl
husband
And it was he who which unbalanced his mind, cannot before able to recover herself, was galpa"
ture became so embedded in their safely sailed.
The Brotherhood of the Presbyter-Ia- n
natures as to constitute a trait of first took the helm and demonstrated be questioned. All the cross-exaImmehead
and
pier
on
church In furnishing to those of
dashed
the
character descendible to their pos- for the guidance of all who might ination can develop Is a doubt as to diately "crunched up like a concer-ta,- "
the public who desire 10 patriotically
Terrorists Again Succeed.
terity even to the present generation. succeed him how, and In what spirit the veracity of the witness doubt
birthday, an
Warsaw, Feb. 22. The postofflce observe Washington's
parting amidships.
was attacked at noon today by
entertainment. In the way of a lecWreck Reuchcd at Last.
There Is another reason which and Intent, the responsibilities of our as to whether she really told him or
should be dis not.
hours of almost bund of terrorists, who shot and kill ture by Col. II. 8. Farley, a ConfedAfter thirty-fou- r
might be advanced in mitigation of chief magistracy
That is all
charged.
incessant efforts and splendid work, ed the postmaster, two clerks and two erate war veteran, on whut he saw
our lack of commemorative enthusican show.
asm which is so related to our pride
It is for the Jury to decide whether the Dutch life boat men reached the soldiers guarding the office, and during his services as an artillery
If your observance of this day
of Americanism, that if we could be were intended to make more secura the constant brooding on the story steamer Berlin and ten of the surviv- wounded a score of bystanders The man In the Civil war, have also
vessel terrorists robbed the safe of cash and sought to stir the blood of patriots
certain of its sufficiency we would the immortal fame of Washington, or Evelyn told Thaw about her treat- ors In the after purt of the driven
stamps and escaped In cabs.
by stirring war songs. The BrotherIt to add to the strength and beauty of ment at the hands of White actually were saved. Buffetted and
gladly accept It as conclusive.
The robbers belong to the organ hood quartet will sing "Tenting on
the Dutchmen
monument
built caused derangement of his mind suf back time after time,attempts
has to do with the underlying quali- his Imperishable
Mr. Ellis,
in be- izatlon known as the Fighting So the Old Camp Ground."
ties and motives of our free institu- upon a nation's affectionate remem ficient to make him Incapable of never relaxed their of shipwrecked
cfulixts. They displayed the red flag whoso skill as a musician is well
Those institutions had their brance, your purpose would be use knowing he was doing wrong when half of the handful
tions.
people. In the receding tide and with while making their escape. The po known, will cause his trombone to
Washington has no need of he killed White.
birth and nurture in unselfish pa- less.
some Improvement of the weather lice authorities admit that the rob' sound forth the national airs with the
triotism and unreserved consecration, you. But In every moment from the
the succeeded In taking the few per- bers got away with several thousand spirit of triumphant conflict. Mrs.
and by a decree of fate beyond re- time he drew his sword in the cause
sons still living at 3:30 this after- robles. This is the first important Collins la a recent but a most valucall or change, their perpetuity and of American independence to this DUCK HUNTERS NAVIGATE
raid In two months and shows that able addition to the musicians of our
noon.
beneficence are conditioned on the hour .living or dead, the American
the terrorists have not been sup city. She has been here but a short
Tho Very Latest.
people have needed him. It Is not
constant devotion and single-hearte- d
Ten of the persons, who passed the pressed, as the authorities alleged time but has charmed many by the
loyalty of those to whom their bless- important now, nor will It be In all
"SILVERY RIO GRANDE" night upon the after part of the The Incident caused Intense excite wealth and power of her full deep
ings are vouchsafed.
our
the coming years, to remind
wreck of the steamer Berlin, have ment in Warsaw and aroused fears of voice and as she has Joined the choir
countrymen
Washington
that
has
the recurrance of the sangularlty of the Presbyterian church, many
But after all, why should we at
been rescued.
events of the earlier part of winter,
will hear her In those rich religious
I am lived and that his achievements in SAND IJAUS IMFEDE PROGRESS
tempt to delude ourselves?
melodies for which her voice seems
confident that I voice your convic his country's service are above all
BELIEVED TRAINS WERE
SHALLOW
OF
BOATS
CRAFT
Tonight she will
But It Is important and
specially adapted.
Severe Storms In Germany
PURPOSELY WRECKED
tions when I say that no play of in praise.
deSTAMM TRIES SCOW.
Berlin, Feb. 22. Severe storm sing an old war ballad which was
St. Louis, Feb. 22. The police
genuity and no amount of special more important now than ever be
to continue to sweep over western Ger used during the darkest periods of
partment today was requested
pleading can frame an absolutely fore that they should clearly ap
send a detective to Ranken, Mo., to many. The waters of the Khlne are the Civil war to arouse the enthus
creditable excuse for our remissness prehend and adequately value the
Percy
Hawley
night
returned
last
Investigate the cause of the wreck higher at Cologne today than for fif iasm and patriotism of the people.
virtues and Ideals of which ha was
In appropriate holiday observance.
from a trip down the river In quest upon the Frisco
Miss Otis will accompany on the orroad laBt night. In ty years.
embodiment,
and
should
the
realize
on
The commemoration of the day
of ducks. He got some ducks, also which the engine, baggage car and
gan and will also present a voluntary
per
to
our
safety
how
essential
and
which American independence was
he got ducked. But little things like smoker of tho passenger train left AT
which will express the full power and
and pa- that
JOHNS HOPKINS THE
corn has been allowed to lose much petuity are the consecration
don't bother a true duck hunter the track and turned over. No one
sweetness
of the great pipe organ.
EXPLOITED,
exemplified.
SOUTH
IS
he
which
triotism
The
so Percy does not count the ducking was seriously hurt. A few days ago
of its significance as a reminder of
Mr. Houghton will act as precentor
principal
22.
today
ex
people
Th
Feb.
Baltimore,
the
American
need
Providential favor and the inflexible
in.
passenger train was derailed address at the annual exercises to when the audience sings "America,"
According to Hawley's story of the another
patriotism of the fathers of the re- ample and teachings tf Washington
the same point and It Is
precisely
at
In commemoration of the open and Mr. Edgar will lead the singers
our
no
less
who
fashioned
those
than
chase, the river Is rather shallow be- believed that the switch was pur- day
public, and has nearly degenerated
There will be no
lng
guid
Johns Hopkins university, was with his cornet.
of
labors
and
nation
needed
his
tween Albuquerque and the Sabinal posely thrown in both instances.
to a revel of senseless noise and danadmission charge but all will be the
Taylor,
by
former
Harris
delivered
ance.
lakes, where he did most of his
gerous explosion, leaving in its train
of the Brotherhood and the
minister to Spain. His subject waa guests except
Three months before his lnaugura
shooting. The trip was made In a ONE HUNDRED DEAD
far more of mishap and accident tion
that large numbers will
hosts
to
of
Pendln
South
the
Return
"The
repub
as
president
the
of
first
accept the Invitation and Join them
than lessons of good ctlzenship or 11c which he had done so much to light duck boat of shallow draft and
BODIES Allli RECOVERED. Problems."
regarded
the
thlr
He
pride of country. The observance of create, Washington wrote a letter to Hawley said he experienced much
Eagle Pass, Feb. 22. A dispatch
the constitution in this unique celebration of one of
difficulty in getting the craft oft the from Las Peranzas, Mexico, says that teenth amendment toIndependence,
Thankpglvlng day is kept alive Lafayette,
be our greatest national holidays.
of
as
a
declaration
revo
warm
friend
and
his
through Its annual designation of lutionary ally, in which he expressed sand bars which Impeded his pro- 100 dead bodies have been taken cause it set the south free from a
The following Is the program In
But it his unremitting desire to establish a gress.
federal and state authority.
from the Mexican Coal & Coke com- dying Institution. The first great mis- detail:
Raymond Stamm and several
explosion
the
which
is worth our while to inquire whether general system of policy, which, if
in
Organ Voluntary Miss Blanche Otis
mine,
take he declared waa n the enfrantoday on a duck hunt- pany's
days ago.
unpregas
four
entirely
its original meaning, as a day (of pursued, would "ensure permanent ing trip leave
Trombone solo Medley National
occurred
of
those
of
chisement
down the river. They have
men pared for citizenship. The basic prinunited praise and gratitude to God felicity to the commonwealth;" and built a large
Airs
F K. Kills
It is known that twenty-thre- e
scow
and
commodious
upon
us
practically
blessings
is
bestowed
it
and
for the
ciple upon which the new southern Quartet Tenting on the Old Camp
he added these words:
with a broad flat bottom,
which were In the shaft
Nearly
dead.
are
W.
as a people and as Individuals, Is not
L. Cozlne,
A. B.
Ground
conditions rest, he said, Is that as fast
"I think I see a path as clear and permits the shooter to stand In most certain that all
are Japanese. as their colored citizens become
Scott.
Wolklng,
Bets,
smothered In feasting and social in- as direct as a ray of light which any position
miners
Robert
John
of
dead
the
half
danger
diswithout
of
with leads to the attainment of that ob aster to
property, Chorus America.... The Audience
dulgence.
We in common
or
qualified
by
education
water
should
the
the boat PROMINENT RAILROAD MAN
V. L.
or both, for franchise, they should Sidney Houghton, percenter;
Christian nations everywhere, cele- ject. Nothing but harmony, honesty. upset.
WHILE HUNTING. be endowed with it. The south,
Edgar,
DROWNED
Miss Blancho
cornetist;
brate Christmas, but how much less industry and frugality are necessary
barge
capacity
suffiof
is
the
The
Memphis. Feb. 22. Major W. L. Taylor maintained, had reaped treOtis, Organist.
as a day of commemorating the birth to make us a great and happy peo- cient to carry four men with camp
Smith, a widely known railroad man, mendous benefit from territorial ex- Introducing Colonel Farley, Major
of the Redeemer of mankind than as ple. Happily the present posture of equipage and all necessary parapherI. N Warner, Post Commander
pansion.
a day of hilarity and the Interchange affairs and the prevailing disposition nalia for an extended stay. They will and his son. McLellan, aged 13, were
U. It. Warren Post No. 5.
drowned today In Menespa lake, Arof my countrymen, promise to co- go south down stream.
of gifts.
ere
duck hunting INTERNATIONAL CHESS
Experiences,
Lecture Civil War
I will not without decided protest operate in establishing these four
Hawley believes they will find the kansas. They a v. negro
paddler. The
Col. 11. S. Farley
wilh
CARLE MATCH STARTS.
be accused of antagonizing or de- great essential pillars of public felicsame sand bars he encountered on In a
Brooklyn, N. Y., Feb. 2 2. The in- Contralto Solo "Song of a Thoud
boat was overturned and the heavy
mirth and ity."
precating
his way down stream.
his son pre- ternational du'ss cable match beMrs. 11. J. Collins
sand Years
Such considerations as these sugjollity. On the contrary, I am an
Several parties of Albuquerque clothing of Smith and reaching
the tween America and the city of Lon- Chorus Coronation . .The Audience
earnest advocate of every kind of gest the thought that this is a time sportsmen are down stream
now. vented them from
W. L.
The They departed last Sunday but no shore. Smith had been recently ap- don chess club will commence to- Sidney Houghton, percentor;
sane, decent social enjoyment, an 1 for honest
Edgar, cornetisi; Miss Blanche
reports have been received here of pointed general agent of the Illinois night The best amateurs on botn
But. neverall sorts of recreation.
Oils, organist.
sides of the Atlantic will take part.
Central railroad in the south.
(Continued on page four.)
their kills up to this lime.
theless, I feel that the allowance of

AUAST

R
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hr

m

com-panio- ns

light-hearte-

HIS

To Require Hunting License.
House bill No. 12. Mr. Baca'a bill,
came before the house at this Juncture, with the recommendation from
the committee on territorial affairs,
that the bill be considered by the
house In committee of the whole. Mr.
Mirabal moved the adoption of this
report but Mr. Holt demurred. The
bill was one Introduced by Speaker
Baca providing for a new game law
and making the hunting licenses to
warden, a
be Issued by the game
means for supporting
that department. Mr. Holt based his objections
to the bill on the grounds that tha
house had already voted to abolish
the office of game warden and hence
so far as the house was concerned
there existed no such office. He further stated that the provisions In Mr.
Baca's bill necessitated ' a game warden in order to carry It Into effect and
the house would be In an awkward position if It favored such a bill after
voting to abolish the office of game
warden. The house, however, adopteu
the report of the committee and went
Into a committee of the whole with
Mr. Studley In the chair, to consider
It.

Mr. Hudspeth said legislation was
necessary for the proper protection
of game and fish and urged that the
consideration.
bill be given careful
Mr. Holt moved that the committee
of the whole rise and report to the
house Mr. Baca's bill, with the recommendation that it be not passed.
Mr. Hudspeth demurred, urging that
the bill be considered by sections.
Mr. Holt replied that he did not
favor leaving game and fish without
uny protection whatever but In view
of the fact that the bill would place
the house In a peculiar position, he
thought it best to kill the bill and
draft unother to protect game and
fish Just as much as would this law
or even more but without the additional expense of paying a game warden.
"This bill," said Mr. Holt, "contains
at least one provision that is objectionable to the poorer class of our
people. It is In other words a "sportsman's measure" designed purely and
simply in their favor. It requires that
to hunt a man must have a hunter's
license. What provision does it make
for the poor man who wants to go out
and kill a few quail before breakfast
for his family? Simply this He must
first see the game warden and get a
permit at some cost to himself, or else
It is useless
he may be prosecuted.
to waste cur valuable time considering this bill."
Captain Llttlefield Ruppe spoke on
the bill. He said that he asked before voting to ubollsh the office of
game warden, if there was not
bill pending to take the place
of the law it was proposed In the
measure Just passed to abolish.
Itiipi Relieves Tension.
"Had 1 thought for one minute."
he said, "that it was the intention to
abolish all protection for game and
tlsh and in this summary manner, I
would never have voted as I did."
This statement caused a sigh of relief from the minority side where six
anxious members had been wondering
tf Littletleld Huppe had actually se
cured a seat on the bund wagon beside the driver.
"That bill of Mr.
Baca's was drafted for the very purpose of eliminating the expense of a
game warden of this territory by
making the hunters' licenses pay the
bulk nt such expense," said l'r. Ruppe. "It does not prohibit the poor
man from shooting his Jack raoti..
an-oi..- er

(Continued on Paje Five.)

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TWO.

EVENING

CITIZEN.

bill Is going to have much trouble In
Y
BILL TO ABOLISH
Members of the house
the house.
consider the bill entirely too drastic,
and that It is apt to seriously injure
Wiekly fty
NUIissI 911
the railroads. For Instance, the bill
ARE
6AM E
Citizen Publishing Company prohibits free transportation to telegraph linemen who are often called
SMSSMS a rwtaMw for tmnWM tames tee out to repair telegraph lines that have
been damaged by storms and cyclones
and they rarely earn money enough Companla Publlclta Sandoval Passed by House Yesterday
to pay railroad fares.
This Is espeis Capitalized for
Afternoon's
cially true If they should happen to
be at some remote station along the
$3,000,
16 to 6.
line when called out to do emergency
repair work. It Is the opinion, too.
of prominent house members that
OFFICIAL PAPER FOR
of express companies should LAUNDRY FOR LAS CRUXES REINFORCE MOUNTED POLICE
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE employes
be permitted to have free transportation. A large number of house members, too, believe the newspapers of Bogue and Wensley Mines Co.
Measure Introduced In Council
the state should have the right to sell
Dexter Water Supply Co.
advertising space for transportation,
Increases Appropriation and
and for these and other reasons the
Mineral Surveys.
Enlarges Force.
senate bill Is going to have rough sailing In the house.
The following articles of IncorporaTHE COUNCIL.
BRUhistory or tiiiii'j: COMMITTED.
tion
have been filed in tho office of Twenty-Thir- d
Day Thursday MornCRIMEN
TAL
Raynolds:
W.
Secretary
J.
Territorial
ing.
Duluth, Minn.:
Three men, each
Companla Publlclta Sandoval. PrinPursuant to adjournment, the counaccused of taking the life of a human cipal place of business at Albuquerbeing, now occupy cells In the county que, Bernalillo county.
TerrltorlaJ cil met at 10 o'clock yesterday morning, President Spiess In the chair.
Jail. One Is an object of pity; tho agent, Patricio Gonsales at Albuquerother two are victims of ungovernable que. Capital stock, $3,000, divided The chaplain offered the invocation
tempers, while all are victims of into three hundred shares of the par and the chief clerk read the roll, all
drink, that deadly evil that has value of $10 each, commencing busi- being present except Mr. Dalles, who
caused the downfall of most of those ness with $2,000. Object, printing and was absent owing to Illness.
Traveling In This Country to who are today confined In prisons publishing business. Duration, twenty-fiv- e On motion of Mr. Martinez, duly
years. Incorporators: Jesus Ro- seconded and carried, the Journal was
throughout the country.
Study Government and
Two of the unfortunate prisoners mero, Manuel Sprltiger and Perfecto ordered approved without reading.
do not deny the charge. Each admits Armljo, all of Albuquerque and Jesus
Council bill No 54 was Introduced
;SocIal Questions.
that he slew a fellow being. Their M. Sandoval of Sandoval.
by Mr. Martinez an act to amend
ComLaundry
Las
Cruces
Steam
they
liquor,
brains were fired with
6, 7, 8 and 9 of chapter 64
say; insane passions overwhelmed pany. Principal place of business at sections
of the laws of 1903, relative to the
Tercounty.
Ana
Cruces,
Las
Dona
them.
This bill
TEXAS LEGISLATURE MAY
a ritorial agent, C. A. Hengler at Las duties of traveling auditor.
One of the alleged murderers
provides that building and loan assoyouth scarcely 20 years old In a Cruces. Capital stock, $10,000, dividof the ciations shall be inspected by the
frenzy killed his own ed Into one thousand shares
drunken
value of $10 each, commencing traveling auditor In the same manner
REJECT ADTI-PA- SS
Bill mother. He did not know at the time par
The
with $2,000. Object, laundry as other financial institutions.
what he was doing, but awoke on business
business. Duration, fifty years. In- bill was read the first and second
the day following to find himself be- corporators,
C. A. Hengler, Mark B. time by title.
Mr. Duncan moved
hind prison bars, and to hear from a
Degraded Human Nature Seen in friend that his mother was no more, Thompson and Rodney 11. Frye, all that the rules be suspended and the
of Las Cruces.
bill be read a third time preparatory
He Is
and that he had killed her.
Very Worst Possible Aspect
The Bogue and Wensley Mines to Its pasage.
motion prevailed.
Daniel Aho, the prisoner who Is an Company. Principal place of business The chief clerk The
the bill in full
object of pity.
His cell floor, is in New Mexico at Bayard, Grant and, upon motion read
of Crime Commission.
of Mr. Martinez, the
washed daily with his tears, and his county.
Wa()
Territorial BgVrVt,
by unanimous vote passed the
mind, already racked with grief, it Is Hotchkiss at Bayard. Capital stock council
feared, cannot stand the awful strain $100,000, divided into one thousand bill.
Kl Paso, Texas: Pundit Dr. Is'. Krls-nCouncil bill No. 55 was Introduced
Ph. D., a native of Hindustan and to which it has been subjected.
shares of the par value of $100 each.
s,
member of the Indian national
Peter Brosovick is the second of the Object, general mining business. Du by Mr. Sargent an act to repeal seca student of sociology and a trio. The bandages on his head cover ration, twenty years. The company tions 8880, 3881 and 3882 of the comprominent man In his native country, wounds into which a finger can be was organised In Colorado and filed plied laws of 1897, providing that
Is at the St. Regis.
His whole head is lacerated, amended articles of incorporation to newly constructed railroads shall be
He Is on a tour put.
of the United States studying soci- and parts of his body also, cut with comply with the laws of New Mex- exempt from taxation for six years.
The bill was read by title the first and
ological conditions.
He has been in a knife in the hands of the man he ico.
Dexter Water Supply Company. second time and ordered translated,
this country several months and will slew. Brosovick, the man he killed
return to India in a few more months and another engaged in a game of Principal place of business at Dexter, printed and referred to the committo spread the knowledge he has gain- cards in a Hibblng saloon.
Broso- Chaves county. Territorial agent, M. tee on railroads.
Council bill No. 56 was introduced
ed of governmental conditions in this vick and Rukavlna gave the third M. Brunk at Dexter. Capital stock,
country.
man a "big mitt" and skinned him $10,000, divided into four hundred by Mr. Mlera an act to place Sando"We are for India for the Indians," out of $15. They quarreled over the shares of the par value of $25 each, val county In the First judicial disbusiness with $4,100. Ob- trict for court and district attorney
he declared, "and hope eventually to division of the spoils. Rukavlna commencing
evict the British from our country. drew a knife and stabbed his late ject, drilling for artesian water and purposes. The bill was read the first
As the latter fell he to construct irrigation system. Dura- and second time by title and in full
We want an Indian republic and the confederate.
young men of our country are being pulled a pistol and shot Rukavlna tion, fifty years. Incorporators, C. W. on Its third reading under suspension
Jeremiah Cozier, Her- of the rules.
Upon motion of Mr.
taught to look forward to such a gov- three times, killing him Instantly. Halliburton,
man Men, H. C. Elrlck, M. M. Brunk, Duncan, the council then passed the
ernment In the future.
The tragedy was over; one man was E.
W. Halliburton, W. J. bill by unanimous vote.
G.
Brunk,
E.
"The people ef India were foolish dead, the other was writhing In agony
Darius Hicks, Francis R.
A message from the house was reto ever believe anything the British on the floor. He was conscious now Caffall,
Faulkner,
E. P. Burr, Mose Schloss, ceived.
us.
told
John Bull Is the champion that he had killed another, and in M. C. Singleton,
Calloway,
F.
Orville
Chief Clerk Staplin announced that
robber of the world. He is the father fear he left the place and entered N. S. Hamilton, Charles Whitman, J.
of political graftology.
another saloon where he was over- C. Weaver, James B. Russell, M. H. the house had passed amended house
"India now has a national congress, taken and placed under arrest. He Elford, Charles Merdman, G. H. Bax- bill No. 32 an act relative to water
In community ditches; also house subof which I am a member, but about was given a preliminary hearing In ter, all of Dexter.
stitute for house bill No. 42 an act
all we can do Is to pass resolutions the municipal court at Hibblng and
relative to reports by corporations;
denouncing the British.
The gov- was held to the grand Jury. He was
Mineral Surveys Approved.
ernor reneral has the power to veto later brought to the county Jail.
List of surveyed mineral claims also house bill No. 70 an act relative
and he exercises It on everything unDan Bosovlck is the third alleged approved by the U. S. surveyor gen to conslplracy or attempts to secure
less It is some minor matter regard- homicide In the county jail. He de- eral of New Mexico, February 16, malicious Indictments of Innocent
persons; also house bill No. 73 an
ing local government.
We are work- nies all knowledge of the crime of 1907.
ing hard to have this power of veto which he is accused. If his allegaMineral survey No. 1303, substitute act to repeal sections 1599 and 1877
removed, however, and believe we tions are correct, he is the victim of group comprising the Substitute, No. of the compiled laws, and for other
This bill relates to the
will be successful, In a few years. circumstances, and may have to pay 2, No. 3, No. 4, No. 5, No. 6, No. 7, purposes.
Then we will make our own laws.
the penalty for a crime which an- No. 8 and No. 9, lode claims, situate creation of new school districts.
"The British are oppressors of the other member of his party should In the Burro Mountain Mining Dis
Council bill No. 67 was Introduced
Indiana and the taxes are terribly suffer for.
A group of Austrlans trict, Grant county. New Mexico, the by Mr. Miera an aot relative to the
high. The smallest tax levied on the was celebrating the Greek Christmas Burro Mountain Copper company, mounted police. This bill amends the
claimant.
act creating the mounted police to
native is 45 per cent of all the income on January 7 at the Hull-Rulocafrom their lands, and the highest Is tion near Hibblng, and Bosovlck was
Increase the force by three mounted,
CS per cent.
officers and the amount of the apThink of It.
What among them. He had a grudge against
HUMORIST
propriation is changed from $13,000
would Americans think of such a tax one of the party and, It Is alleged, ECCENTRIC
annually to $21,660, with $4,000 for
rate? England makes us spend
threatened to kill him. Later, when
contingent expenses.
The bill was
a year for the maintenance of drink had robbed him of his reasonADOPTS WHITE DRESS SUIT read the first time in full and by title
her army In our territory, and yet ing, he attempted to And a man who
on Its second reading under suspenRives us an apportionment of $5,000,-00- 0 was known only by the name or
out of our own taxes, for the Steve, to kill him.
sion of the rules, and was ordered
Steve had been
maintenance of our schools, and the warned to keep out of Bosovlck's MARK TWAIN CARRIES HIS COL translated, printed and referred to
way. Shortly after, a pistol shot rang
the committee on territorial affairs.
education of our people."
OR SCHEME INTO CLOTHES
Council bill No. 58 was introduced
The distinguished visitor is a small out and Mike Erobrockclc fell dead.
FOR EVENING WEAR.
by Mr. Murray an act relative to the
man with long black hair, and speaks Bosovlck had no quarrel with EroThe
the English language fluently.
He brockclc, but mistaking him for
New York, Feb. 20. Mark Twain employment of jail prisoners.
is known as a great scholar In his Steve, it Is claimed, fired.
has had made for him an evening bill was read the first and second
own country and says he was private
Bosovlck denies all knowledge of suit of white broadcloth as Immacu time by title and ordered translated,
secretary to Herbert Spencer.
He the crime, claiming that It was not he late as newly fallen snow. The but printed and referred to the committee
Intends returning to India and writ- who did the shooting. The Austrlans tons are covered with
same ma on territorial affaire.
ing of conditions In America as he In the party would tell nothing of the terial. When he arraysthehimself he
Council bill No. 59 was introduced
has seen them, for the education of affair, so, as suspicion pointed strong- will undoubtedly wear with the suit by Mr. Murray an act relative to the
his own people. He is a member of ly to Bosovlck. he was arrested and white enameled leather shoes. The incorporation of Silver City.
The
the universal peace congress from In- will have to answer for It.
genial humorist has long been In re- bill was read the first time by title
and In full on its second reading,'
dia and Is in favor of world disarmabellion against the somber clawhamment.
mer effects borrowed from the court and was ordered translated, printed
DEVELOPMENT IX MEXICO
He declares there Is great unrest In
and referred to the committee on corMAKING GIANT STRIDES. of France.
Mr. Clomens has decided that his porations.
India and that K Is all due to the opCity:
Mexico
details
of
Further
new evening wear shall be supplepression of the British army.
Mr. Martinez asked to be excused
"No country has a right to take the organization of the Mexican Mill- mented by a long Spanish cloak and announced that he was forced to
&
ing
Transportation
company,
of which can be thrown over the shoul- leave In order to catch a train. He
charge of another country and make
Guanajuato,
have been
received, der. Such garments were worn by was excused on the roll.
its subjects slaves.
That Is what showing
new
the
organization
that
is grandees and cavaliers.
England has done for us," he deCouncil joint resolution No. 6 was
planning to monopolize the entire disThe broadcloth is of soft finish. Introduced by Mr. Mlera. It provides
clared.
so
as
trict
far
the carrying of ores The suit was cut in strict accordance for approving and endorsing the
and their milling is concerned.
with the prevailing mode. The coat
EL PASO PROBABLY TO
Memorial association and the
company,
The
GET 1HY FARM STATION. a capitalization which is formed with is lined throughout with white silk memory of Francisco Vasquez de
lapels
and has the
of $2,000,000
prefaced with the
The resthe great explorer.
Austin, Texas: The senate commitand $5,000,000 common stock, same material. Tho collar is of cloth, olution carries an appropriation of
tee will report favorably on Hud- ferred
was
It
thought
for
some six Important steps, as
that white velvet,
the territorial Insurance
speth's dry farming experiment sta- outlined
which was permissible, would easily $5,000to from
follows:
to the association for
given
be
fund
tion to be located near El Paso.
become
Is
coat
soiled. The
adorned the purpose of erecting
acquisition of the properties of
a monument
The house committee reported fa- theThe
with
three
white
buttons in front and to
San I'rospero Mines company; the
Coronado at Las Vegas, the condivorably on the bill reducing railroad acquisition
two
at
back.
the
of the property
of the
fares to two and a half cents.
The waistcoat.
which has three tions being that the association shall
Nayal Mining company; the increase
an amount equal to or larger
Injunctions.
of the .San Prospero Mines company's buttons, is of the same material as raise
The
House Injunction bill providing that milling plant
the coat. Its only ornamentation is than the sum so appropriated.
100
to
from
300
tons
no district Judge shall grant an In- per day;
g
a white
embroidery around resolution was read the second time
the
increase
of
capacity
the
junction returnable in any court save of
the edges. The trousers have a white by title and ordered translated, printthe Nayal Milling company's plant silk
ed and referred to the committee on
his own except In case the Judge who from
bralil down the outside scams.
50 to 100 tons per day; the
Mr. Clemens is not fond of a black finance.
should have original Jurisdiction be building of a mill in
the
Santa
Rosa
absent, sick or dismantled, has passed district in
Under business on the president's
silk hat, and with his new white suit,
Ciuunajuuto mining he probably
will wear a gray fedora. desk, house substitute for house bill
the house, and it Is likely to become camp, havingthea capacity
100
of
tons He also has a new light gray over bill No. 25 an act relative to assault
a law. It is Intended to put a stop per day, and the building of about
coat.
by words which passed the council
10 running over the state to find a thirty
railway,
miles
of
connecting
all
Judge who will issue an injunction to of
the
mines
In
and
mills
the Guanaprevent local option from taking ef- juato
district.
fect when It is voted for by the peoThe
construction of the railroad la,
ple.
perhaps, the most interesting part of
Anti-raRill.
new company's plans. It is estithe
It looks as if the senate
s
mated that the cost of constructing
this railway, including equipment,
Ik-ewill be 13,800 per mile, making the
He Hud
IxMitlng.
Catarrh is usually worse in
because of the cold, damp and
thirty miles, as planned, cost over Suddenly changing climate. Colds Winter,
are
contracted,
and neglected and as the
$400,000. such a road has been the secretions from
different inflamed membranes are absorbed into the blood
dream of many people previous to the the unpleasant the
symptoms of the disease commence.
The nostrils are
present time, but its possibilities, as
a completed whole, are now assured. stopped up and a constant dropping of mucous back into the throat keeps
up a continual Hawking and 6pitting. The patient has dull headaches,
ringing noises in the ears, and often blight fever and a depressed, half-sicSONGS op m;v YORK
feeling accompanies the disease. The blood becomes so fully charged with
At Six O'clock.
..
1
,1, A l..i
catarrhal nnltcr thot- cin,.l, ,.
I saw he hosts of tollers take
i..
bladder are affected, and K the blood is not purified of the poison the lungs
Their surging way
out of the hells where their hearts did iKxome ctiseaseu oecause 01 the constant passage of impure blood through
break
them. Catarrh cannot be cured with washes, snravs. inhalations and such
Through the desperate day,
treatment ; these cannot reach the poison-ladeblood where the real cause it
And once again the old heart-ach- e
located, and can only give temporary relief
Seek to allay.
and comfort. A disease which affects this
entire blood supply as does Cutarrh, must
Down the lung cavern, the city street,
I watched them go;
be treated with a blood purifier. S. S. S.
The hour had come, Hie moment
is the best remedy for Catarrh, which hay
sweet
Pr,wn to be a universal disease. It goes to
They yearned to know.
PURELY VEGETABLE the Ix.ttom of the troible, rids the blood of
Forgetting that Soon, with tired feet
the catarrhal matter, reinvigorates the cirHack they must How.
culation, and cures this disgusting
S. S. ,S. has
Charles Hanson Tow lie In March purified the blood every part of disease permanently. When
the system receives a supply of fresh,
Broadway Magazine.
healthy blood ; then the iiiilamed membranes heal and every svmptom of
Catarrh passes away. Write for our book containing information about
Family Jar, little man?"
HOUGH DI1V work aon'shave
Ouf
ami ask for any medical advice you desire. No charge is made foi
"ye-e- ,
sir, boo-hoan' ma give to be washed over. Imperial Laun Catarrh,
uthKI- me a lie kin' fer gettln' inter it."
dry Co,
THC SWIFT SPCCinC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

When You Need

He

at

INDIAN

Seson

PUNDIT

EXCORIATES

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY IS, 1WT.

DRUGS
always
Don't
how
think
you can get them.
cheap
Think Instead, where you can
get tho frcwliest, the purest
and strnngewt and come where
you can always get them. We
have only one quality the
BEST ALWAYS.
.And our
prices are always the lovrewt,
quality considered.

The HIGHLAND
PHARMACY
Occidental Life Building.

Corner

Broadway and

East Railroad Avenue
Colo Phone, Black 30.

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Gold Filling
Gold Crowns
Painless Extracting

91.50 up
96
50o

......

ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED.

a,

zig-za-

CATMRH

anti-pas-

A UNIVERSAL
BLOOD DISEASE

k

1

n

i

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,
Pianos, Organs,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
on
also
SALARIES AND WARE
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $19
high
as $200. Loans are
and as
quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one year given.
Ooods remain in your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and1
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to ana from aW
parts of the world.
Rooms t and 4, Orant Bldg.
115 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

You Waited
Too Long

and we sold that snap to another
party who took tlmo by the forelock.
intendent
We have one or two more almost as
AGENTS WANTED.
good though. Come In and ask about
MEN AND WOMEN ARK MAKING them.
$10 to $25 a day selling our embroidery goods. No capital er experience required. Why not youT
Write for samples and exclusive
agency.
U. S. EMBROIDERY
216 West Gold Ave.
WORKS, Omaha, Neb.
FOR It EXT.
FOR RENT Furnished room with
bath; board if desired. (06 South PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Walter street.
?OR
RENT Five room
house,
LAWYERS.
partially furnished, electric light
and bath, low rent. 20s North Ren.
ond street. Apply to F. H. Strong
Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. 21 F.nt..
FOR RENT A six room two-stor- y
N.
W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
ones, nouse, corner of Seventh
street and Tijeras avenue. Inquire iana patents, copyrights, caveats,
at Lommort & Matteucci, 624 letter patents, trade marks, claims.
It. W. I. Itpv.n
West Tijeras avenue.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albumicr.
FOR RENT Seven-roonew brick que,
N. M. Office,
First NaUonal
house, furnished part or whole;
large barn and chicken house; two nanK building.
E. w. Dobson.
acres of land. See P. F. McCanna,
ATTORNEY AT I .AW.
or Mrs. P. M. Gavin
Office.
FOR RENT Five-roohouse Tn Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M.
gooa repair, corner of Railroad
DENTISTS.
avenue and Hill street. Low rent
to a permanent tenant. Inquire of
DR. J. K. KRAFT,
j. rauny.
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and . Rurnett hill 1tlvka
For RENT Five-roofurnished over
O'Rlelly's drug store. Phone
house, also two and three room
o.
Appointments made by mail.
flats, very reasonable to good tenants. Apply at 415 West Railroad
Edmund J. Alirer. I). Ik a
No, 306 Railroad
avenue.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:10
xi.oo per week and up; also nice p. m. to S p. m. Both phones. Aprooms for light housekeeping $1.00 pointments made by mall.
per week and up furnished with
PHYSICIANS.
stove and cooking utensils
and
dishes.
The Minneapolis House,
DR. J. R. HAYNES
524 South Second street, AlbuquerPhysician and Surgeon.
que, N. M.
Rooms 11 and 13. N. T. Armlln
building.
FOR SALE.
W. AI. SHERIDAN. M. D.
FOR SALE A good big cew, will" be
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
fresh soon. See George K. Neher.
Occidental Life Building. TeleFOR SALE
OR EXCHANGE A phone
886. Albuquerque, N. M.
Yost typewriter.
See The CM
DR. R. L. IIUST.
sen.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
FOR SALE A good family horse
Tuberculosis treated with Hlsrh
and buggy, cheap.
Apply at 52 1 Frequency
Electrical
Current and
South Walter.
Germicide. Treatments sriven each
FOR SALE Furniture of a five- - day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
room house; all new; used only five nurse In attendance. Both phones.
months. 306 West Huning.
AftUNDERTAKER.
ernoons.
Auto,
phone
316.
Colo., Red 115
FOR
SALE The Claude filrnrd
A. noitrnrns.
property on Mountain road, first
house west of acequia, near Six- Commercial Club building.
Black
or White hearse, $5.
teenth street. Inquire on premises
or at 300 North Proadway.
ARCHITECTS
FOR SALE Majority of stock in es
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
7
Bar- tablished and paying retail business. Incorporated.
Ower wishes nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
to leave city. Address Iso. 1126, Both phones.
Daily Citizen.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
FOR SALE Cheap, Edison Mlmeo- grapn, smith-PremiJ. R. FarwelL
typewriter,
Doran 2,000 candle-powe- r
Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
gasoline
lamp, buggy, scale, show cases. Old
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Aipuquerque Fostofflce store.
FOR SALE At the "Variety"
you
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
will find fine home made bread. Be
Office with W. B. Chllders.
117
a loaf; doughnuts, pies, baked West Gold avenue.
beans, soup and other good things
J. S. BAGLEY
stirctly home made. Phone 710.
Mrs. Downs, 606 8outh Arno St.
Accountant.
Books checked up, small sets of
A Ha bit to Be Encouraged.
up;
grocers', butchers'.
The mother Who hna nrnnlrerl tho books kept
habit of keeDlnir on hand ft hnttln nf and physicians' books looked after
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, saves and collections made. Able corps of
herself a great amount of uneasiness assistants. Rooms 44. Barnett block.
and anxiety.
Couiha. rolda nnd
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
croup, to which children are susceptible are quickly cured by Its use. Department of the Interior, Land Of
It conteracts any tendency of a cold
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
to result In pneumonia, and If given
January 22, 1967.
as soon as the first symptoms
of
Notice is hereby given that Ramon
croup appear, it will prevent the at- Padtlla of San Rafael, N. M., has
tack. This remedy contains nothlns filed notice of his intention to make
injurious and mothers give it to lit- final five year- - proof in support of his
tle ones with a feeling of perfect se- claim, viz: Homestead
Entry No.
curity. Sold by all druggists.
6689, made December 3, 1901, for the
EH NW!4, and EH 8W14, Section
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
10 N, Range 10 W, and
Department of the Interior, Land Of 26, Township
that said proof will be made before
fice at Santa Fe, N. M.
Jesus M. Luna, Probate Clerk ait
January 29, 1907.
Lunas, N. M., on March 7, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that San Los
names the following witnesses
tiago Garcia, of Chilli!, N. M.. has to He
filed notice of his Intention to make on, prove his continuous residence upand cultivation of, the land, viz:
final five-yeproof in support of
Jose R. Candelarla, Rafael Baldes,
his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
all
6591 made October 2, 1901, for the Manuel Sanchez, Blsente Padia,
of San Rafael, N. M.
SE
NWK, EH SWH and SW
MANUEL R. OTERO.
SEVi, Section 3, Township 8 N, Range
Register.
6 E, and that said proof will be made
before H. W. S. Otero, United States
Rising From tho Grave.
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
A prominent
manufacturer,
Wm.
N. M., on March 5. 1907.
A. Fertwell, of Lucama, N. C, relates
He names the following witnesses a most
remarkable experience. He
to prove his continuous residence up says:
"After taking less than three
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
bottles
of
Electrlo Bitters, I feel like
Manuel Y. Acunia, Antonio Sando
val, Julian Lucero and Jose Mora, all one rising from the grave. My trouble Is Bright's disease, In the Diaof Chlllll, N. M.
betes stage. I fully believe Electrlo
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Bitters will cure me permanently, for
Register.
It has already stopped the liver and
bladder complications
which have
Neighbors Got Fooled.
"I was literally coughing myself to trobuled me for years." Guaranteed
death, and had become too weak to by all druggists. Price only 60c.
leave my bed; and neighbors predict
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION. "
ed that I would never leave it alive.
but they got fooled, for thanks be to Department of the Interior,
Land OfGod, I was Induced to try Dr. King's
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
New Discovery.
It took Just four
January 22, 1907.
one dollar bottles to completely cure
is hereby given that Juan
the cough and restore me to good de Notice
Padllla of San Rafael, N. M.,
sound health," writes Mrs. Eva Un- - has Dios
filed notice of his Intention to
capher, of Grovertown, Stark county.
five-yeproof In support
This king of cough and make final
Indiana.
his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
cold cures, and healer of throat and of
lungs, is guaranteed by all druggists. No. 6688, made December 3, 1901,
for the WH NEVi, and WH SEH.
150 and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
Section 26, Township 10 N, Range 10
If you want results in advertising. W, and that said proof will be made
before Jesus M. Luna, Probate Clerkt
trv an Evening Citizen want ad.
at Los Lunas, N. M., on March 7,
Hunting for Trouble.
1907.
"I've lived In California 20 years.
He names the following wltne.wes
and am still hunting for trouble In to prove his continuous residence upway
of burns, sores, wounds. on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
the
boils, cuts, sprains, or a case of piles
Jose R. Candelarla, Rafael Baldes,
that Bucklen's Arnica Salve won't Manuel Sanchez. Blsente Padia, all
quickly cure," wrles Charles Walters, of San Rafael, N. M.
og Alleghany, Sierra county. No use
MANUEL R. OTERO,
hunting, Mr. Walters; it cures every
Register.
case. Guaranteed by all druggists.
26c
Subscribe for The Evening Cltijcn.
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yesterday, was again brought before
the council, upon motion of Mr.
Mlera, seconded and carried, to reconsider the vote by which the bill
had previously been passed.
Mr. Miera then moved to table the
bill indefinitely.
This motion prevailed by a vote of 6 ayes, 4 nays
Messrs. Cameron, Chaves, Murray
and Sargent dissenting, and Messrs.
Martinez and Dalles being absent.
Under the same order of business
the bills passed by the house yesterday were taken up, read the first and
second time by title and referred to
committees as follows:
Amended house bill No. 22, referred to the committee on irrigation.
House substitute for house bill No.
42, referred to the committee on corporations.
House bill No. 96, referred to the
committee on Judiciary.
House bill No. 70, referred to the
committee on Judiciary.
House bill No. 73, referred to the
committee on judiciary.
Mr. Cameron Introduced the fol
lowing petition, signed by residents of
Roosevelt county engaged in farming:
To the Council and House of Repre
sentatives of the Territory of New
LegisMexico ,ln Its Thirty-sevent- h
lative Body Assembled:
We, the undersigned
citizens of
Roosevelt county, earnestly petition
your honorable body at this session
to enact for this county and such
other territory as you may deem
proper a law preventing the running
at largo of all kinds of live stock. It
Is practically impossible for the farmers of this county to fence their
farms. It Is very Important to have
this law enacted at this time and as
early in the session as possible.
President Spiess announced that he
had signed house bill No. 102 an act
empowering the board of regents of
the Agricultural college to lease one
acre of territorial land to the International committee of the Y. M. C.
A.; also house bill No. 13 an act
relative to territorial depositories;
also house substitute for council bill
No. 31 an act relative to admission
to the institute for the blind.
Upon motion of Mr. Duncan, duly
seconded and carried, the council
then adjourned until Monday afternoon at 3:30 o'clock.
TI1K HOUSE.

Cor-ona-

Cor-ona.l- o,

PROPERTY
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WANTED.
WANTED Position by young lady
stenographer with experience. Address R, Citizen office.
WANTED A woman for general
housework.
Inquire of Miss Bald-ridg- e,
108 South Arno street.
WANTED Situation as housekeeper
by an experienced
lady. Address
housekeeper, care Citizen.
WANTED Young man as night
cierx in small notel; one living at
home preferred. Apply 10$ North
First street.
VANTED
Graduate Brownsberger
college, Los Angeles, desires position as stenographer; thoroughly
capable.
Address B., this office.
WANTED
Genlieman-- s
second
hand clothing. No. SIS South First
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R, J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED Teams The Santa Fe
Gold & Copper Mining Co., wants
teams for coal haul from Hagan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
for other purposes.
All good
teams making application will be
given work. Ceo. O. Marrs, Super-

Day Thursday Aftcr- noon.
The house yesterday afternoon,
after routine business and Introduction of bills of minor importance,
passed house bill No. 37, introduced
by Mr. Mlrabal, abolishing the office
of game warden of the territory.
Representative
Beach Introduced
house bill No. 112, providing for the
creation of Pyramid county out of the
southern part of Grant county, with
Loidsbuig as the county seat.
This
bill was ordered to the committee on
county and county lines.
Twenty-thir-

d

How's ThtsT

We ofler One Hundred Dollars Reward
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. b
J.
CHUNKY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable In all
business transactions and financially able
to carry out any obligations made by his
Walding, Klnnnn & Marvin,
Iirm.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials
sent free. Price 75c. per bottle, bold by
all ;ruKRlat.
Take Hull s Family Pills for constipation.
TO WHOM

IT MAY COXCERX.
Owing to the interior improvements now being made In our store,
we have' decided to reduce our stock
of pianos so as to make more room
and avoid any possibility of marring
the pianos during the progress of the
work. During the next ten days we
will quote special figures on all our
pianos, it will pay you to Investigate now. Call or write.
LEARXARD & LINDEMANN.
206 West Gold Avenue.
iu9 ill the Stomach.
Helchlng and that setiBe of fullness
so often experienced after eating is
caused by the formation of gas. The
stomach fails to perform its functions
Chamberand the food ferments.
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets wh
correct the disorder. They aid dlgeSr
tion and strengthen and lnvlgomte
the stomach and bowels.
For saie
by all druggists.
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awhile, then went up the Mississippi
and cruised around for a time, but
had no engagements. Then we sailed
for Mobile Bay.
"When we ran the forts at Mobile
Ray. I, with four other sailors, was
The maintop Is the
in the maintop.
first landing on the middle mast,
about 45 to BO feet above the deck.
It Is a circular platform, some 10
and protected
feet In diameter,
around the sides by armor a few feet
high. Admiral Farragut was not
lashed to the mast, or to anything
else, but stood on this platform In
the maintop. I know, because I lay
on the floor almost beside his feet
I say 'lay for as we five sailors were
Sending
by
During Civil War
going Into the maintop Farragut told
a Russian officer, 'Tell the boys to
When
Material Assistance
lie down,' and we did so. The admiral stood up all through the action,
Most.
Needed
but was not tied to anything, and we
sailors tried also to stand up and Pee
what was going on, but he would not
let us, and made us He down.
IS
INTEREST
OF
STORY
"From Mobile Itay we went to
and
Charleston, then to Savannah,
From here
Hampton
Roads.
to
then
VETERAN
AGED
TOLD BY
we, the Russian sailors from the various shins, were sent to the Brooklyn
navy ywd, and after waiting for
four weeks for all the sailors
about
Claiming to Speak From Personal to arrive, we were sent back by a
passenger steamer to Cronstadt and
Knowledge as Participant In
placed again aboard our own snips,
I going back to the Ivanoff. When
the Events.
at the Brooklyn navy yard we chang
ed our uniforms back to those of the
The following story is given in the Russian navy.
Portland Oregonlan of January 13,
"We were in the United States navy
The writer, Gabriel Justus nmewhere between five and six
last.
Dahllgren, relates that he got the months: It Is so long I can't remem
story from a resident of Salem, Ore- - ber exactly. We did not receive any
gon, oae Thomas Thompson, a well pay from the United States, but were
in
known old sailor of that place, who, paid on our own regular pay-da- y
for years, had been the town drunk- Russia. I received about $2.50 per
ard, but who was picked up by the month, being under sentence,
Salvation Army and turned Into a
"At this time there were at Cron
responsible cltlxen. Thompson was stadt somewhere about 160,000 Rus
born In Finland, and has undergone sian sailors awaiting orders, ready at
sereral changes of name, being en- an hour's notice to sail for the United
Ivan Ivanoff when he
States. Of this I am certain, for
tered the Russian navy, according to saw them and talked with them dally
the custom of that service. His In their barracks They made no se
present name was obtained by him cret of It and said they were await
the last time he Bhlpped on an Ameri- Ing orders to sail and fight for the
can yessel.
United States in case England con
southern states.
"Tour name," asked the skipper, tlnued to help theyears
on the Ivan
I finished my two
the first day out.
off and went home to Finland for the
"Anderson, sir," he replied.
winter, where my father died. Then
"We've four Andersons already,
Bhlpped on a Finnish vessel from
your name Is Thomas Thompson," Copenhagen and was shipwrecked In
skipper.
said the
the North Sea. We were picked up
"It is a well sounding name," said by a fishing vessel and eventually
reAnderson, and to this day he has
landed in London.
on an
tained it.
"From there I shipped
The story of Thompson as pub- American vessel for New York, and
lished in the Oregonlan is as folows: from that time until 1869 I was on
"In 1863 I found myself after con- vessels from New York out. was
in
"In September. 1869, I
siderable traveling about the world a
r.
Marseilles. France, and enlisted In
sailor on a Russian
"Sometime In 1864, I think in the American navy, and was assigned
May, while my ship was at Cron-stad- t, to the Franklin again, Admiral Far
Russia, I was asked If I were ragut's flagship. From Marseilles we
willing to go to the United States made a long cruise, taking us almost
and serve In the navy. I was asked three years, all of which time I was
by a Russian officer in Russian uni- on the Franklin, and most of the
form. I was perfectly willing, and time belonged to the admiral's gig
myself together with some 400 or 600 the boat the admiral uses when go
on shore. After leaving uie
in
other sailors from Russian
lying at Cronstadt, were placed Franklin. I. with five others was sent
Hook, and
abroad a German passenger steamer to the lightship oft Sandy
remained there three years. When
and sailed for New York.
again
entered the
"We landed at New York In the my time was up I
night time, and were at once taken to merchant marine service, and in
altogether."
sea
the Brooklyn navy yard, where, with- 1876 I emitted the
The discoverer of this remarkable
in half an hour, we took the oath of
allegiance to the United States and storv. Gabriel Pustus Dadllgren, did
navy
as
some Investigating and while the re
to serve In the United States
Ion
as needed. We then changed suit is unsatisfactory he still be
our Russian uniforms for those of lleves the story of the old sailor la
to
the United States navy. With us were true Speaking of his endeavors
our Russian officers, who could speak authenticate the story, he says: es- "It seemed to me so Important,
EntrllHh. captains and lieutenants, who
the fact of some 600 seamen
were alBO sworn Into the United
States navy, and who changed their being transferred In a body from the
uniforms for those of corresponding Russian to the American navy, that I
rank In the United tSates navy. It wrote to the assistant secretary of
was necessary to have our own off! the navy concerning the matter. His
in general terms, was that he
cers, because none of us sailors could
sneak English, and our Russian of could find no record in thr navy de- -ficers repeated the commands of the partment of any 'considerable number' of men being so transferred,
American officers.
It was meant that between
"We were all placed aboard f
transport, and that same night be- 400 and 600 were not considered a
fore daylight, the night we came 'considerable number' or that the
there, sailed to Join Admiral Farra- - navy records did not show of any
being thus transferred, I do
gut's fleet.
"We Joined the fleet in the Missis- not know. Probably the latter, for
sippi river below New Orleans, and the reader will see, upon reading the
r.
narrative, these seamen were never
were distributed among the
I itolng to the Hartford, the in the pay of the United States gov- their regular
admiral's flagship. We were all sail- - ernment, but receivedgovernment
ors, and our duty was to manage the pay from the Russian
but In case of necessity we help- - ion their return to Russia. For this
reason their names were probably
ed the gunners.
"We laid below New Orleans never on the rolls of our navy, al- -
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Improvements In Machinery
Which Have Revolutionized
Method of Production.
ANTIQUATED DEVICES

CONE
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ioOO Pairs Men
Fine Shoes
All Other Shoes

at 10

Per Cent Discount'
Our window display will give you
an inkling of the shapes that stylUh
dressers will wear, but come in and carefully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
II!
have your trade.

United States the Heaviest Makers

SE

ond Exporters of
Mining Appliances.

Aged Pioneer Claims to Have
Been First White Man in
Salt River Valley.
Old and feeble and hardly able to
walk, his hours numbered, but game
to the last, John Strode, aged 73, one
or tne nrst wnue men to emer me
Salt River valley, presented himself
at the office of the board of super-peclalvisors and requested Clerk Thomas to
put him to work chopping wood for
the county, says the Arizona Gazette,
After a short conference with Mr.
Thomas, however, Strode was
vinced that the county hospital, where
he would find rest and quiet and have
the services of the county physician,
'was the place for him, and with
bllng lips the old man thanked the
clerk when he received the order on
the superlntenden of the hospital,
which will admit him to that lnstltu-seame- n
ly

con-repl-

y,

trem-Wheth-

er

'tion.
strode stated this morning that he
came to this valley when there was
not another white man In It, the only
Inhabitants

being Indians

He had

started from the eastern border of
the territory for Wickenburg, but lost
the trail, and after many days' wandering brought up In the camp of the
Maricopa Indians, near the Salt river,

I

We wish to call the attention of the public to a
to a scries of "short talks" by L. T. Cooper that are
to be published in this paper.
G. The Cooper medicines have made a remarkable record in the leading cities of the United States during the
past two years arid young Mr. Cooper ha3 been the subject of much newspaper comment.
C Mr. Cooper has met and talked with thousands of
sick people in his visits to almost every large city in the
country.
O. He is noted as a man of very few words and tells
briefly in these articles what his preparations are doing
for sick people and why they have been successful
wherever introduced.
C Mr. Cooper's theory is that one half of all human ills
is caused by stomach trouble, and the wonderful success of his preparations in the treatment of stomach
kidney and liver complaints, rheumatism, etc.,
seems to have proven this claim.
C Some time ago we secured the agency for these celebrated medicines. We have been gratified by the
extreme satisfaction of those who have purchased them
from us and advise every one to read these "short talks"
as they are full of terse, common sense.

THE J. H. O'RIELLY CO.
'

METHODS OF

"I distinctly remember such rum
ors, but have never been able until
recently, 'to put my finger on,' so o
speak, anything which I considered
at all In the light of evidence."

C

IBW

TRIED

the United States 'as long as

L. T. COOPBR.

COR. SECOND ST. AND RAILROAD AVE

ft we?1

rule.

"I thought 'twould make a splendid
story for posterltco."

up-shl- n.

Abuk

I did, sir," an
Oeorg, right man- -

"To tcU the truth,

;

r-

CHAPLIN

Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally

south of the present site of the city of
Phoenix. Juan Chlvare for many
years dead, was then chief of the Mar- icopas, and the wandering prospector,
then but a youth, was shown every
hospitality by the chief and his tribe.
Strode, after remaining five days
and nights in the camp of the Indians
determined to continue on his way.
but Chief Chlvare would not hear of
his making the Journey alone, and
sent a band of Indians with him as an
escort, this bodyguard staying with
him until he was within a mile of
Wickenburg, where they turned and
started for home.
Wickenburg,
in
When he arrived
Strode met a man named Peepers,
with whom he had crossed the plains
In '4 9, and the two, to celebrate the
occasion, went on a spree of several
days' duration, after which Strode
struck off into the hills in a vain
Bearch for gold He did not return to
this valley till years later, and during
his absence l'hoenix had sprung up
and grown into a prosperous town.

SHOE STORE

Wm. CHAPLIN

ar
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yearly and open season
with new goods.
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WILL NOT BE TOLERATED
O. L. Gillette and W. L. Walker,
geologists In the employ of the forestry service, spent the past week In
Paradise, says the Lordsburg Liberal. These gentlemen were busily engaged In examining the mining claims
on the forest reserve to ascertain
whether or not all such claims were
bona fide mlnicral claims. They will
make their report direct to the gov
ernment at Washington.
The forestry service will then render decisions
In the case of each and every claim
Such claims on which
examined.
the geologists do not find mineral In
place or which government has rea
son to believe are not correctly located as mineral claims, may then
be subject to surface rights by the
government for other purposes Al
leged mineral rights
thereon will
then be forfeited.

I.anie Ruck.
This aliment is usually caused by
thp muscles and may
of
rheumatism
be cured by applying Chamberlain's
Pain Palm two or three times a day
;ind rubbing tlie parts vigorously at
If this does not
each application.
afford relief, bind on a piece of flan
dampened with Pain
nel slightly
Halm, nnd quick relief Is almost sure
to follow. For sale by all druggists
To Chicken Feeders.
Mausard'a Mills are selling good
wheat at $1 .60 per 100 lbs.

ii

(By Samuel W. Traylor.)
i'
in
It Is not possible In the limited
space allotted to me to discuss the
subject of mining machinery In all Its
phases.
The volume and variety of fflclcncy.
The perfection of these
this class of machinery have natural processes has enabled the mine owner
ly Increased with the development of to make valuable many large ore dethe mines, and while the rich veins of posits which were believed to be inMother Earth continue to Bupply the capable of successful treatment years
PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
world with the precious metals, It Is ago.
These mines are to be found
to be expected that mechanical de In many parts of the United States as
EASY TO REACH.
vices will be needed to mine, hoist, well as in the republic of Mexico, and
RELEIVES PAIN.
convey, smelt and In other ways brln as good examples of such mines I
to the consumer the actual treasure, would refer to the Homestake of Da- 1
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
In primitive times primitive methods kota, the Treadwell of Alaska, to
obtained. The various processes were some of the large copper properties
CURES RHEUMATISM.
Sinking, for ex of Arizona, and more recently to what
necessarily crude.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
ample, was done by hand drlllln
Is probably the largest bodies of
type
ores to be found In the United
with tools of an antiquated
CURES DIABETES.
Then came the beginning of the mod States, at Ely, Nev In the Giroux
em air or steam drill. The first of consolidated and the Nevada ConsoliCURES INDIGESTION.
this kind was mounted on a truck dated. The ore deposits at this point
or
drifts
out
of
magnitude
and
these
was
drawn in
are of such
that
CURES DROPSY.
and
tunnels by hand or horsepower. Put companies are now erecting plants to
progress
has
ten
thousand
to
treat from seven
the march of modern
brought us to a point where the com tons dally, but without the use of the
ACCOMMODATIONS
FIRST
e
for the
petent engineer look
modern methods of concentration and
ticlency that may be developed by th
modern mining machinery these ore
CLA83.
deposits would be comparatively
use of present mining facilities.
The modern concentrator takes the
it may be well to mention further
See Santa Fe Agent for round
nlace of the old Btyle hand Jigs, log
washers and stationery Inclined tables, the cyanide process, which has In rerates, good for thirty days.
trip
sluices and arasters, this last named cent years become the most popular
gold
of
reduction
the
for
Mexin
common
very
being
machine
ico today, and is used In common by ores. In fact, this process has been
This araster is used more the means of recovering millions of
Mexicans.
or tailings
particularly for pulverizing and dis- dollars from the waste
howentangling
the metallic Bubstances from mills. It Is customary,
from the gangue or rock. It Is not ever, with every modern ore reduring
e
plant for gold and silver ores where
unusual to see concentration of
sulphide ores being separated the recoveries are made partially by
Write us For Catalogue of
with very satisfactory results by the amalgamation and concentration to
ALL
KINDS OF FARM MACHINERY
following
PLOWS
&
cyanide
plant
a
use of what we In this country would install
concentration,
and
recognize as something like the old amalgamation
This Is thereby materially Increasing the savstyle wooden bread tray.
ing over and above what was custom
three feet In length, nnd Is used with ary
before the cyanide process came
great skill by the Mexican peon. One
of these peons alone will handle from into general use.
In regard to these modern methods
two to four tons of ore dally.
of the treatment of ore I have no
As the demand for metal of practithat we may safely look for
cally all kinds increased it became ne- doubt
to proportionately greater Imcessary to look to a broader field of ward
provements in the next ten years than
operations, a field which compelled we have witnessed
in a similar period
the mechanical and mining engineer of the past.
to provide more modern methods for
the production of ores in general.
WAGON REPAIRS AND BLACKSMITH SUPPLIES
WHAT THE KIDNEYS DO.
These improvements have grown year
J. KORBER & CO., WHOLESALE
by year and each yar has brought
Work Keeps Va
2J2 NORTH SECOND ST.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.
before the financial world large pro- Their liicousliig
Healthy.
Strung
and
ducing mines that were made proof
ducers only by the application
All the blood In the body passes
modern machinery and new prothrough the kidneys once every three
cesses.
The kidneys filter the blood.
too much minutes.
I shall not be
They work night and day. When
to say that the Unit. 1 States unques- healthy they remove about 600 grains
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
tionably leads the vs.. rid from a min- of impure matter daily, when un
ing, milling and metallurgical stand- healthy some part of this impure matR. P. MALL, Proprietor
y
point.
In fact, this country is
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaft
Is left in the blood. This brings
ter
Ings, Pulleys, Grade Cars, Babbit Metal;
furnishing about 90 per cent of on many diseases ana symptoms
Columns an J Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
the modern mining equipment in use pain In the back, headache, nervousthroughout the mini' g world.
ness, hot, dry skin, rheumatism, gout,
mopmlro on mining mnd mill Mmohlnory m Bpoolalty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
For a better understanding between gravel, disorders of the eyesight and
Albuquerque, N. M.
irregular heart,
what would be termed today a strictly hearing, dizziness,
reducing
plant
ore
deposits
dropsy,
drowslnes,
debility,
modern
and a plant such as was used two de- in the urine, etc. but If you keep the
ago.
It becomes only necessary niters right you will have no trouble
cades
to mention the larse. low grado. with your kidneys.
J. V. Weir, living at 718 Eleventh
heavy sulphide ore deposits carrying
WE FILL
says: "I
a small percentage of copper ana street, Albuquerque, N. M., my
on
back
off
with
and
trouble
aver
had
silver,
gold
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
and
small values in
aging probably $6 to 18 per ton. Now, for a long time. For two years I
203 WEST RAILROAD AVEstraighten
stooping
not
after
could
this ore Is today In quantity consid
At Consistent
As long as I would reNUE NEXT TO BANK OF
ered highly satisfactory from the fin withoutIn help.
an erect position I experienCOMMERCE.
Prices
stand main
ancial and dividend-payin- g
of any kind but the
point, while the same ore deposits a ced no difficulty
brought
to
on
or
tension
least
strain
few years ago were regarded as prac the muscles of the loins, caused me to
Such ores as are
tlcallv worthless.
suffer severely. I tried different rem
here referred to nre commonly re edles, but no relief of any kind was
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
F.
duced by means of the large modern obtained until about two years ago I
blast furnace or - verberatory fur chanced to learn of Doan's Kidney
RF.VOES READY PAINT
nace.
LIVERY. SALE. FEED AND
1'llls, procured a box and began using
One (iullou Covers SOU Squura Feet.
One of the mo.-- ; important Inven them. The result was a complete and
TRANSFER STABLES.
PAL.MKTTO
ROOF PA 1ST
Hons of modern tin., s in ore reducing permanent cure and one which has
stops Ix'uks,
Five Yean.
machinery Is that t the converter, been permanent up to tho present Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
which was first ii" In the steel In- time. I feel more than Justified In
408 W$t Railroad Avaoua
dustry and afterw nd found to be vouching for the value of Doan's KidBEST TOURN'OUTS IN THE CITY
practical In the pir'.ial production of ney Pills and on unnumerable occa- Second
and
Street, between Railroad
Tinfact must not, sions I have strongly advised their
copper ores.
NURSERY PRODUCTS
Copper Avenue.
however, be overlooked that there are use to those suffering with backache
as
as
important
or kidney trouble."
other processes quit"
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Fit I IT AS It MIIADK TRFFS,
For sale by all dealers Price 60c
that of smeltlnir. u'h. for example,
im;s AND FI.OWFKS.
ition,
Foster-Mllbur- n
amalgama'o., Buffalo, N. Y.. Take LAXATIVE IiKOMO Quinine SUKl lis,
as cyanide, ehlonn
All of these sole ugents for the t'nlted States.
Tablets. Druggists refund money ir ItlY OF SOMF. OSF. YOU KSOW.
tion and concentration.
Remember the. name Doan's ana it falU to cure. E. W. GROVE'S N. V. AI.UF.lt, lil SO. WALTER
methods of ore treatment have been
STRF.LT.
15
signature Is on each box. S5.
brought up to a high state of ef- - take no other.
te
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ALBUQUERQUE

Ing lands. Both projects are timely and extremely
worthy. It Is admitted by all who have visited the
capltol building of late that more room for the proper
Published Dally and Weekl.
accommodation of territorial officials for the transacBy The Citizen Publishing Company
tion of business, and especially for the valuable territorial library, is absolutely necessary, and that more land
W. T. McCKKHiillT,
W. 8. BTllICKLKlt,
should bo purchased In order td make the surrounding
Business Manager.
President.
grounds as they should be, a beautiful park and one In
which all the people of New Mexico should Justly take
pride. The bill should meet with the most careful
WHY NOT SPEAK PLAINLY
consideration and with favorable action.
The matter
In a laboriously categorical explanation of the ef- Is an Important one and t'.ie New Mexican will have
fect of the district attorney bill now pending before the more to Bay upon It at the proper time.
round), the morning paper says:
At least 90 per cent of the business of the court
All In favor of leaving the choice of the district
of this district Is with the people and the Interest
attorney for this district to the Grant estate, pleaie
pf Bernalillo county, ppd yet the district attorney to
stand on their heads,
liaVe charge ot all the Important business Interests
of AlbuqUcrque and Bernalillo county, would bo
It must be that Jesus hasn't succeeded In cornering
selected for us by the people of Valencia and Sando- the vote
market outside of Bernalillo county In this
val counties. Without taking the trouble to enumerJudicial
district.
consequences
of such a result, that
ate all the possible
bare fact ought to carry with It a sufficient answer tl
The Journal might send Professor Stroup out to di
our neighbor's question, "What Is the district attorney
a
little
missionary work In Valencia and Sandoval
Imagvery
require
to
not
vivid
us?" It does
bill
a
ination to perceive possible and probable condition. counties.
under which It might mean to us a thousand times
Which would you rather do vote for your district
more than all we could hope to gnln by the propose!
attorney, or Just leave It to Panny Macpherson?
change under the most favorable conditions.
The Journal's readers who took the trouble to follow Its remarkably cogent reasoning to the end woulJ
no doubt like some explanation of this veiled Insinua- 5 THE FRENCH INCOME TAX IS OF
tion against the citizens of Valencia and Sandoval
GREAT INTEREST IN AMERICA
counties. As the statement stands, It means nothing 8
slap at the Integrity of the
more than a
ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooosi
voters of the two counties In question.
This Is not
The adoption of an Income tax in France leaves
cited with the expectation that the Journal will state
Its meaning In plain words.
That Is not the modus the United States, Russia, Belgium, Hungary and Poroperandi of the Journal. "Without taking the trouble tugal the exceptions to the rule of taxation of this
to enumerate" Is much more fitting to this partlculai sort. The surprise, therefore, Is that France has availIn the miscellaneous attacks ed Itself so tardily of this form of revenue, since there
kind of "argument."
which comprise Its stock In trade, Intangible Inference are none of the embarrassments there which have atmust of necessity be resorted to where bare falsehood tended efforts to Impose the tax here. A national incannot be foisted. The Inference, however, would ap- come of 24,000,000 Is not to be despised In a country
pear to be that the people of Valencia and Sandoval as marked for Its frugality as for the wealth which is
counties might happen to have opinions of their own, Its result.
The telegrams tell us that there are 10,000,000
and that their choice for district attorney might diftaxable families In France.
This is surprising, since
ferentiate slightly from that of the Morning Journal.
When It comes down to questioning the right of In a recent year the British income tax was paid by
suffrage of any community on a matter of bo vital im- only 433.000 persons, and the British exemption ran
0.
port as the administration of our courts of Justice, the even below the French, which fixes the limit at
Since a French family is usually taken at four
fallacy of such contentions as the Journal has tried
attempt to protect Its fa- persons, It would seem as though the tax would reach
to raise In an
vorites, becomes glaringly apparent, and were such nearly every home. We have double France's popumeasures countenanced we might well prate of the lation or wealth, but it may be doubted that we have
even the same number of taxable incomse from in
"shame and disgrace" of our political system.
vestments. Our earnings are larger, but our savings
The people of this judicial district are overwhelmingly in favor of choosing their own district attorneys less. This explains why France is such an exhaust-les- s
capital, its annual savings being reckon
at the polls. Veiled attacks on their Integrity as intel- ed fount of $386,000,000
at from
to J772, 000,000, in good and
ligent and honest citizens will hardly win any favor for
bad years. It Is a curious characteristic of Frenchmen
the opponents of the measure.
that the savings so hardly made are grudged to French
enterprise. With his savings the Frenchman buys his
own rentes, or he buys something foreign. In the agSPIRIT
There is no reason why the interest which the leg- gregate Frenchmen have as much invested abroad as
islature necessarily creates in the minds of all New they have in their own national securities. Of Rus
Mexicans, should so overmaster the people of Albu- sian government securities alone they have $2,000,- Of North
querque as to drive from their thoughts the need of 000,000, and of European $4,000,000,000.
united effort In the upbuilding of our city.
There is American securities they have a pitiful billion francs,
a legislature in session In Denver, yet the city of Colo- say, $200,000,000.
The pertinence of these figures lies In the fact
rado Springs Is more active Just now than ever in lt3
history, In reaching out for greater prosperity.
El that this tax Improves the outlook for American inPaso is ably illustrating the same course of conduct vestments. All foreign securities are on an equality,
But here Is what the Evening Telegraph says of Colo an admission stamp of 2 per cent, and 5 per cent on
rado Springs, and The Citizen most heartily commends coupons of all government and corporation stocks alike.
Rentes are treated a shade better.
Nominally they
it to the consideration of all Albuquerque people:
One of the most satisfactory things
's are not taxed, but their coupons are liable as Income,
the way in which the business men of Colorado Springs and the tax runs up to 4 per cent maximum. There
are taking hold of the various propositions to build up are plenty of sound American securities which can
the town. These are in several forms.
New factories compete on terms of equality with either Russians or
are proposed, advertising Is to be done among the phy rentes. Heretofore the obstacles to Americans making
sicians, our climate and our sunshine are to be extolled their way with Frenchmen have been that their maeverywhere, but no matter In what form it comes, the turities were too long for the French taste, and their
The average holding of
business men of this city are taking hold with a will to denominations too large.
railway stocks is only 25 shares, and the railmake things move. This is distinctly a change for the French
way bonds run down to 460 francs, say $89. It would
better. In days gone by it has seemed as if there was
seem
that the present flood of notes, with short maa lethargy over the city, or perhaps we should say u
turities and $100 denominations, is peculiarly adapted
spirit of
with ourselves, which pr
to the idiosyncrasies of the French investor.
eluded any activity for the future.
We were too prone
It may be surmised that the tax upon foreign Into sit down and say, "We have the finest climate, the
finest homes, and the finest water, and the best little vestments was designated as much to discourage the
overgrown lending to Russia as to open the market
city, In the west," and then let it go at that.
To be
To have levied this tax when Russia's
sura, these things have advertised themselves, and have to others.
flnancles seemed collapsing would have been to give
given us a wide reputation.
But we are all more the last stroke.
France could not have afforded that,
keenly alive to the fact that these things must be
but at the earliest moment it proposes a law adapted
pushed.
We must advertise our climate everywhere
turn its investors' thoughts elsewhere, too many
that we can get a hearing. We must invite people to to
eggs being in this particular basket. If it has this
coma here, not only for purposes of health and pleasthe result to Russia must be serious, for there
ure,! but to bring their business enterprises here, such effect
Is no market worth speaking of in Russia for Rusas he valve manufactory, and the stove factory, and sians No country has
such a diversity of securities
other enterprises of like character. These are all now twenty-eigvarltles of Russians are quoted In Paris
gemng a helping nana from our citizens.
There is and no country Is so dependent for credit upon exnow no lethargy if there Is anything in sight that will terior markets.
On this account a French tax of 6
help the town. Let the good work go on, and The per cent on Russian coupons
in the market which Is
Evening Telegraph will be only too glad to tell the best Informed and most sympathetic
is a serious matstory of progress from day to day and from month to ter, with a corollary encouraging
to ourselves New
month.
York Times.
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SOME MORE NEEDED
Our afternoon contemporary has lately shown a
disposition in treating of this matter (the district attorney bill) to .pursue a course which appeals to the intelligence, if not the honesty, of its readers, and ha
suggested some polnu which, if permitted to go unexplained, might be effective arguments in favor of the
bill. Morning Journal.
A little explaining as to the Journal's "subtle sarcasm" aimed at the people of Valencia and Sandoval
counties might also help some.
We cur.not agree with the Union League club of
New York city, says an exchange, in one of its Thaw
resolutions, declaring that "trials where the evidence
Is scandalous Bhould be conducted privately."
One of
the things which keeps down scandal in this' country
and makes a good many people behave themselves Is
the fear of publicity, and though an occasional nause.
atlng dose may be administered, as in the case of the
Thaw trial, there is far less of this than there would be
if the Influence of the press were not feared.
Among the illustrations in The Karth for February,
are two, taken In the Pecos valley of New Mexico. One
Is a fruit packing scene In the Hagerman orchard near
Uoswell, and the other Is the ranch home of Francis
Tracy, near Carlsbad. They urn tine cuts and speak
loudly In favor of New Mexico.
No, gentle reader, the truthful,

the whole truthful
and nothing but the truthful representative of the
Morning Journal at Santa Fe has not yet allowed Mr.
Holt, of Dona Ana county, to resume his office as district attorney from which he was never removed.
The Morning Journal

persistently

refuses

tract Its wholesale batch of untruths about

to

re-

Represents-tlv- e

Holt.
But, poor thing, who can blume it? Once
started retracting, where would the flood of verbiage
end?

What If the sovereign people bhould be allowed to
vote for district attorney and should elect a man other
than the Morning Journal's candidate? ye gods, what
a rare calamity.
Speaking of the colored gentleman In the fuel heap,
why is the Morning Journal so "scared and leery" of
public sentiment In Sandoval and Valencia counties?
New Mexican: If an extension to the territorial
capltol Is not built, It will not be the fault of Speaker
Itoman L. Baca, of the house of representatives of the
present assembly.
The speaker has introduced a bill
provldlnlg for the construction of an annex to the capltol building and for the purchase of certain surround- -
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BLOW THE FROTH OFF YOUR

8
GLASS AND GET THE REALITY 8
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There Is an enormous amount of froth In the public mind today, and the wisdom of man, Instead of
blowing It away, seems largely devoted to churning
It into a greater mass. Students and men of letters,

college professors and erudite platform orators seem
bent only on seeking out the unusual, the startling, the
thing that will catch the public attention and not the
sound, the clean, the wholesome and the true. They
think and speak in headlines.
Yet Theodore Roosevelt has become the foremost
man of his time by living and preaching homilies. He
seeks the simple and the fundamental; he deals in
the
virtues, and his acts are surprising
because they show this searching for the plain, common honest way of treating public questions and of
solving men's mutual relations.
This was so of Washington, of Lincoln and of all
those who are the best American types. They realized that "thero la no being, but a becoming"; that
today is lived not because of today, but because of
tomorrow and all the vast future.
This gave purpose to their every act and dignified ever trivialities.
It gave that breadth of vision, that depth of sym
pathy which gathered to them the respect and appre
ciation of the world, because they made the world and
all people a part of themselves.
"Truly they who know, still know nothing, If the
strength of love is not theirs; for the true sage is
not he who sees, but he who, seeing the furthest, has
the deepest love for mankind. He who sees without
loving is only straining his eyes in the darkness."
There is no froth where the heart speaks, nor where
the heart Is the ally of the mind.
It has been the overwhelming interest in things
rather than consequences that has made our national
life superficial. Wealth has been piled up In the mass
regardless of how, where or why. It has been a strug
gle to accumulate things and, like the savage, to meas
ure a man's place in relation to his fellows by the
number of his horses, his blankets, his elephant tusks.
and his pieces of cloth, If not of his wives.
This richness in possesion, this commercial meas
ure of life has Infected the reoplo to the extent of mak
ing, getting, having mid all that Is purely personal.
assume almost the dimensions of the national purpose.
Jt is a most wholesome thing, then, that Just now
the man should come, wholly of the other kind, concerned only with the national today because of the
nation tomorrow, who sees men not as individuals.
but as a mass, and that that man by common consent
should be hailed as the ideal American, and as bringing once more in living form before the people the
American Ideal. Duluth News Tribune.
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WASHINGTON'S
DAY OBSERVED

FRIDAY, FEBRtTAltY IS,
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F. H. STRONG

ALLTHESTnlES
(Continued from Page One.)
question pressed upon us with a demand for reply that will not be de- niea.
Who amon us all. if our
hearts are purged of misleading impulses and our minds freed from nre- vertlng pride, can be sure that to- aay xne posture of affairs and the
prevailing disposition of our country
men
In the establishment
and promotion of harmony, honesty,
Industry and frugality?"
The
Invited by
this day's commemoration will be in
complete and superficial if we art
not thereby forced to the confession
that there are signs of the times
which indicate a weakness ap.l relaxation of our hold upon these saving virtues. When thus forewarned,
It Is the height of recreancy for us
obstinately to close our eyes to the
needs of the situation and refuse admission to the thought that evil can
overtake us. If we are to deserve
security, we will carefully and dutifully take our bearings and discover
if we can how far wind and tltHei
have carried us away from safe waters.
If we find that the wickedness of
destructive agitators and the selfish
depravity of demagogues have stirred up discontent and strife where
there should be peace and harmony
and have arrayed against each other
Interests which should dwell together hi hearty
if we find
that the old standards of sturdy, uncompromising
honesty
American
have become so corroded and weakened by a sordid atmosphere that
our people are hardly startled by
crimes In high places and shameful
betrayals of trust everywhere;
If
we find a sadly prevalent disposition
among us to turn from the highway
of honorable Industry Into shorter
cross roads leading to irresponsible
and worthless ease; if we find tiiat
d
wastefulness and extravagance have discredited the wholesome frugality, which was once the
pride of Americanism, we should recall Washington's admonition
that
harmony, Industry and frugality are
"essential pillars ot public felicity,"
and forthwith endeavor to change
our course.
It is our habit to affiliate with political parties. Happily the strength
and solidity of our institutions can
safely withstand the utmost freedom
and activity of political discussion so
far as it Involves the adoption of governmental policies or the enforcement of good administration.
But
they cannot withstand the frenzy of
hate which seeks under the guise of
political earnestness to blot out American brotherhood and to cunningly
persuade our people that a crusade
of envy and malice Is no more than
a zealous insistence upon their manhood rlghls.
Political parties are exceedingly
human; and they are easier to fall
before temptation than individuals,
by so much as partisan success is the
law of their life and because their
responsibility '4s impersonal.
It is
easily recalled that political organizations have been quite willing to
utilize gusts of popular prejudice and
resentment; and I believe they have
been known as a matter of shrewd
management to encourage voters to
hope for some measure of relief from
economic abuses, and yet to "stand
pat" on the day appointed for realization.
We have fallen upon a time when
It behooves every thoughtful citizen,
whose political beliefs are based on
reason and who cares enought for
his manliness and duty to save them
from barter, to realize that the organization of the party of his choice
needs watching, and that at times It
Is not amiss critically to observe its
direction and tendency. This certainly ought to result lu our country's gain; and it Is only partisan
imprudence that condemns a member
of a political party, who on proper
occasion submits Its conduct and the
loyalty to principle of Its leaders to
a court of review, over which his
conscience, his reason and his polit
ical understanding preside.
I protest that I have not spoken
in a spirit of pessimism. I have and
enjoy my full share of the pride and
exultation which our country's material advancement so fully Justifies.
Its limitless resources, Its astonishing
growth, its unapproachable
industrial development, and Its Irresponsible Inventive genius have made it
the wonder of the centuries.
The land we live in seems to be
strong and active. But how fares the
land that lives in us? Are we sure
that we are doing all we ought to
keep It In vigor and health? Are
we keeping It roots well surrounded
by the fertile soil of loving allegiance, and are we furnishing them
the Invigorating moisture of unselfish fidelity?
The land we live In Is safe so long
as we are dutifully careful of the
land that lives In us. But good Intentions and tine sentiments will not
meet the emergency. If we could
bestow upon the land lives in us the
care It needs, It is Indispensable that
we Bhould recognize the weakness of
our human nature, and for susceptibility to temptations and Influences
that interfere with a full conception
of our obligations; and thereupon we
should see to it that cupidity and
selfllshness do not blind our consciences or dull our efforts.
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IVJclMTOSH HARDWARE CO,
of Fraunces Tavern, at Beaver and
Broad streets. As usual on this occasion the officers appeared in continental uniforms.
Several patriotic
addresses were delivered.
There
was another patriotic celebration at
Washington's
Olfl
honrimmrtora In
J the
present home of Mrs. Earl," on
Washington Heights.
It was In
charge of the Washington Head-quarAssociation of New York ana
the Sons and Daughters of the Revolution participated.
The large banquet hall, which seated about two
hundred, was handsomely decorated
Ac Im.ml
with rnspo anil finer
letter Carriers association and the
Exempt Fireman's association cele-- 1
brated the day together with a beef
and beans dinner. Tonight there will
be a large number of banquets and
memorial meetings by patriotic so- cieties all over the city ot which
prominent citizens in all walks of life
will speak.

J. D. Eakls, President
O. Gloml, Vice President.
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Washington, D. C, Feb. 22. In
honor of the birthday of Washington all public and many other buildings In this city displayed the stars
and stripes and all business is
practically
suspended.
Thousands
visited Mount Vernon and deposited
flowers on the tomb of the "Father
of the Country." There were parades
of veterans In the morning, a large
number of memorial luncheons by
patriotic organizations In all parts
of the city, and tonight there will
be a number of banquets in honor
of the day. The National Association
of the veterans of the War with Mex
ico opened their annual reunion at
the Arlington hotel this morning.
There are only 3,000 now living out
ot the 100,000 soldiers and sailors
who were engaged in that war.
There were only fifty present today.
All are over eighty years of age and
come from all parts of the south
and west.

Cnu. Mellnl, Secretary

O. Bachechl, Treasmrer.

ororytblng la stack to outfit tho
most fmttldlout bar eomploto

Have been appointed) exclusive agents In the 8outhwoet for Joe. S.
Schlltz, Wm. Lemp and St Louis A. B. C Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, w. H. McBrayer'e Cedar Brook, Loule Hunter, T.J. Mm.
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies to numeroue to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
rtfcle aa received by us from tne beet laertes,
Lthe
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat a. Can and lnaeeet
cmr
Stock end Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Priee tlsL
Issued to dealers only.
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OVALS
HEAT with the
Whole of it
COOK with
Half of it

Simple.

Cheap,
Economical.

I'lilladelphia. 1'n.. Feb. 22. The
faculty and students of the University of Pennsylvania today celebrated
Washington's birthday in an elabor
ate manner. They assembled on the
campus at ten o'clock this morning
and marched
to the academy of
music, where patriotic exercises were

The Albuquerque

Gas, Electric Light
and Power Go.

held.

Grand Rapids, Mich., Feb. 22.
Never before In the history of this
city has Washington's birthday been
celebrated In so elaborate a manner.
This morning there was a big military parade und In the evening there
will be a meeting and banquet under the auspices of the League of
Michigan Municipalities.
Austin, Tex., Feb. 23. Washing
ton's birthday and Arbor day were
fittingly celebrated here. All public
WASH 1 X ;TOX 'S III IITH- IAY OBsKltVi:i. buildings are dosed and business
Rome, Feb. 22. In all the large suspended.
cities throughout Italy Washington's
Special matinee for ladies nnd
birthday was celebrated today, although the day has not yet been children tomorrow afternoon at the
Dlmeodeum, 309 West Railroad
appointed a legal holiday, notwithstanding the efforts ot the Milan
1'earo society towards this end. The
XTTliUUY S bl'lXI.VL. SALIC.
peace societies all over the country
are taking steps to Induce the govglasses of strained honey.... 25c
ernment to set off Washington's 2 cans of pie pears
25c
birthday as a universal holiday.
Buckwheat flour, per pkg
15o
Cracked wheat per pkg
16c
New York, Feb. 22. Washington's Mince meat,
09c
birthday was celebrated here today I'ostum Cereal,perperpkgpkg
20c
more generally than ever before. J'umpkln, per can
10c
KlagH were displayed on every pubI bottle of chill sauce. 1 bottle of
lic
on thousands
of busiand
pickles and 1 bottle of chow
ness
private resihouses
and
chow
25c
dences. Al clubs, schools, armories 17
grade of salmon In flat
and similar buildings were thus
cans
,
15c
decorated ami all business In the city Pop corn In 1 lb pkgs
05o
flags Celery salt, per
Old
practically
suspended.
16c
that saw service were flown from the 2 cans of clams bottle
25c
famous blockhouse and Fort Fisher Advertising cook book for the asking.
In Central park, and at Battery park
THE MAZE
an old veteran of the civil war rais
Win. Kll ki:, lronrletor.
ed the famous tattered flag which has
seen so many hard fought battles.
Special matinee for ladles and
The Washington continentals and a children tomorrow afternoon at the
invited
guests had their Dlmeodeum, 309 West Railroad ave.
number of
annual luncheon in the long room iiue.

Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue
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(Eighty-fiv- e
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Cosccdcd today to be the best la the world
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MUHIC C
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8cond street.

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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The Baby's Bed

'

Jesus Ma Montoya. Wife and Cus Weinman Robbed of $25.
For Mounted
Police to Do.

M

These come in white and vernia martin
A

near
There is no doubt left that a well
Pojoaque, N. M., on Wednesday, one organized gang of thugs are oper
of the most terrible accidents eve ating along the Santa Fe, Immedl
this city
recorded In this portion of the terri- atelv south and west ofspecial
dls
Saturday
a
night
belonged
team,
Last
tory took place.
The
to Jesus Ma, Montoya. who, with his patch to The Evening Citizen from
gave
west,
wife and amall child, had been on Laguna, forty miles to the
being robbed
a visit to Pojoaque, and who on the an account of an Indian single
brigand
morning of the accident started with In broad daylight by a
his family on their return to his with a gun. The dispatch also stated
had been re
ranch near Santa Crua. Shortly after other similar robberies
and that
the start the team In some manner ported In the same vicinity,
took fright, overturning the wagon in earh case the victim was a rail
had
and throwing all three of the occu- road laborer, but In no Instance
it
pants to the ground and dragging the thief been captured, though up
them for a considerable distance. Mr. was stated that a posse had taken
Montoya's skull was fractured by the trail of the culprit, who was de
blue
contact with stones in the road and scribed as a Mexican wearing
by several blows frcm the horses' overalls, a dark coat and cap.
MORTUARY
But the real evidence of the work
feet, and his death took place almost
immediately. When found his brains of the gang has come to this city in
gives
were protruding and his face was the person of a German, who
Mrs. John I. Rics.
Catalina his name as Gus Wlanmann. Wian- Mrs.
terribly lacerated.
Mrs. John P. liles, wife of John P.
Montoya, his wife, and the child were mann has a deep cut across his Jaw
also horribly Injured and cannot sur and neck about an Inch from his Rtes, a well known Chicago broker,
jugular vein, and the thumb of his died at her apartments on north Sec'
vive.
He Is ond street at an early hour this
The scene of the accident is about left hand Is almost severed.
fifteen miles north of Santa Fe. Mr. now a charge of the city, having his morning. She was a victim of tuber
Montoya was an uncle of Celso wounds dressed by the city physician culosis.
Mr. Rles has been wired of her
colWlanmann says that he was em
Lopez, treasurer and
death. He Is expected to arrive here
lector of Santa Fe county, and was ployed for a couple of weeks at Elm on
the limited Sunday. Funeral ar
well known and much respected dorf balling hay. A week ago he rangements
be announced later.
among the native population of the ault his job at Elmdorf to go to The body is will Strong's
awaiting his
at
Belen to work on a railroad con
district in which he lived.
structlon gang. He was told that arrival.
had been in AlbuquerIt wasn't very far from Elmdorf to queMrs. Rles
year.
a
for
would
thought
he
Belen and he
John Zellweger, Jr.
LEGISLATURE OBSERVED walk. He was walking along the John Zellweger,
Jr., aged 29 years,
railroad track Just this side of San who came to Albuquerque from St.
out
of the Louis with his wife about three
Antonio, when all at once
darkness something hit him an aw months ago, died of tuberculosis at
THEDAY
He fell, but his abode on north Second street.
ful blow in the neck.
he had no more than hit the ground Mrs. Zellweger was with him when
when two men tool,, hold of him and he died.
dragged him through a barbed wire
The end came suddenly. John Zell(OonUmicd From l'uge One.)
fence which bounded the railroad weger, Sr., the father, left Albuquer"They went through que Wednesday. He had come here
right of way.
or cottontail If he so desires, but it me," said Wlanmann, In broken Eng to visit his son and found him bet
is aimed to prevent the indiscriminate
llsh. "taking all the money I had ex ter. En route to St. Louis he tarried
slaughter of game. The bill is all cept a silver dollar, which was in my for n day at Pueblo, Colo., where a
right." (Applause from the minority vest pocket. This they did not find. long distance message over the tele
glad to welcome Llttlefleld back.)
Twenty-fiv- e
dollars in bills, which I phone apprised him of his sons
Speaker Baca said the law was In- had in a tobacco sack in an inside death. The father will return here
troduced by himself, In good faith and pocket, they got.
It was so dark and accompany Mrs. Zellweger and
the fact that the house had voted to that I couldn't see whether the men the body to St. Louis, where the fun
abolish the office of game warden did were Americans or natives." Wlan eral will be held.
not abolish It.
Mr. Zellweger was a retort manu'
mann arrived here broke and unable
"The governor still has ...s ham- to work as a result of his Injuries.
facturer and a man of large bus!
mer out," he said with a smile.
A mother and two
The frequency with which these ness Interests. with
"However, I believe the bill we pass bold
the father and
taking place sisters survive
holdups
been
have
will become a law." Mr. Abbott has caused a feeling of unrest among wife.
Santa Fe also took a hand in the
country insaying that he did not the people living in the
The
attention
by
thieves.
the
fested
to see the territory without a
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
game law but that he did favor tue of the mounted police is called to the
the
seems
.
that
But
situation.
it
changes which could be had under lur.
busy
Kansas City Live Stock.
Baca's bill. The matter was amica- mounted police have been kept
Kansas City, Feb. 22. Cattle rebly adjusted when the committee of for some time past chasing escaped
ceipts 4,000. Market steady Native
the whole aroBe and Mr. Studley re- convicts.
steers J4.256.50; western steers
ported progress on the bill, thus
S3.605.00; southern cows 12.500
leaving It in the hands of the com3.75; native cows and heifers )2.60
AIN'T IT FUNNY
mittee of the whole. The bill is quite
!3.60(ft)
5.00; stockers and feeders
stringent and it is probable that it
5.00; bulls J2.80fM.25; calves $3.60
will be modified in some respects.
BUY
WHAT MONEY WILL
4.00S
7.60; western fed steers
5.50; western fed cows $2.76 & 4.60.
To Create Pyramid County.
Sheep receipts 6000. Market steady
The following new bills were Intoast Muttons $4.766.00; lambs $8.75 (J
A man culled for buttered
troduced in the house:
this
restaurant
In
a
and coffee
7.40; ranee wethers $5.25O6.E0; fed
House bill No. Ill, by Mr. Martin, toast
morning.
He had a dark brown ewes $4.E05.25.
an act relative to the storing of dyna-mjtand
mouth
in
paper
taste
his
meat
Referred to the committee!
Chicago Livestock.
on roads and highways with instruc- some hazy recollections.
Chicago, Feb. 22. Cattle receipts
When the waiter brought in the
tions to proceed with caution and not
order the plate also contained a dead 2,000. Market strong. Beeves $4.10
smoke while considering the meas roach
6.90; cows and heifers $1.605.30;
and the chrysalis of a
ure.
and
stockers
Texans $3.804.80;
House bill No. 112, by Mr. Beach,
if that plute were surround- - feeders
an act creating the county of Pyra- ed "Now
5.10
by a few trees, we'd have a men- mid. This bill provides that the
6,000.
Market
receipts
Sheep
he of the recollec- county of Pyramid shall be culled ln- - agerle," observed
lambs
ns he arose unstadlly from his steady. Sheep $3.2005.60;
to existence by taking oft the south- Hons
with a rebellious stomach and $5. 25m 5.60.
ern part of Grant county and giving seat
shaking limbs.
It a county seat at Lordsburg. This
St. Iiouls Wool Market.
it funny what things money
adds one more wrinkle to the brow will"Ain't
St. Louis, Feb. 22. Wool steady;
buy," he remarked to the waitof the committee on county and er. "Thought I was hungry but I unchanged.
county lines, whither it was sent by guess it was thirst. Adols."
Speaker Baca.
IT HAS BEEN OUK POLICY
To hold each year our annual sale
House bill No. 114. by Mr. Beach,
A.
R..
John
A.
G.
of
the
Ladles
an act relative to salaries of justices Logan circle No. 1, will give a card of used and slightly used pianos.
of peace. The bill was referred to party on Saturday evening at Odd Owing to extensive interior Improvements now under way in our store,
the committee on finance.
Fellows' hall. Admission 25 cents, we will quote our special sale prices
House bill No. 115, an act to es- Including
refreshments.
tablish an examining board of emOur stock
on all pianos in stock.
balming and defining Us duties. Reconsists of the most complete line of
HEWAIll).
200
ferred to the committee on judiciary.
high grade pianos ever shown in this
Is offered for the capture of
House bill No. 113, by Mr. Beach,
Bene- city and, we can truly add. In the
of
murderer
the
Pettlne,
ar. act relative to the sprinkling of detto Berardlnelll. Crime was com- great southwest. If Interested, call
streets and fixing the cost therefor mitted In Albuquerque Monday, Feb- or write today.
upon the owners of property abut- ruary 4.
LIN'DEMANN,
LEARNARD
ting on said streets. Mr. Beach also
206 West Gold Avenue.
C. GRANDE.
C.
A.
and
Introduced a petition from Otefo
county bearing on this bill and it together with the bill Was referred to
the committee on corporations.
As

Metal Crib

'

Work

Child Fatally Injured on
Their Return From Visit.

should be a fitting accompaniment to all that important person's belongings. Nothing is more
comfortable, sanitary and
safe than a

TATHER, I CANNOT
TELL A LIE, BUT I

the result of a runaway

308-- 3 1 0

No

r

Puts System Into Your Business

W
book.

Where IHm-- s Ho Keep Tlicm?
Abbott of Santa Fe today Introduced two more petitions from citizens of Torrance county protesting
ugalnst any change in the county
seat and against Mr. Dalles' bill in
They were referred to
particular.
the committee on counties and county lines. These make a total of thirteen petitions of slmlllar wording,
presented by Mr. Abbott of Santa Fe.
It Is reported that he has as many
more.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

WANTED At once, a girl who understands starching. The Imperial
Laundry Co.
Hoy for paper route. ApWANTED
ply at this oflice betwtn 8 and 10

The teacher frowned, ns well she
might
At such amazing oversight,
"Hut who Is first in war?" she said.
Young William shook his curly head
And answered (this was nuts for

him):

Jim!"

that

Is

a. m.

p77lT"llENT Three rooms for light
Inquire at
$11.
housekeeping;
4
North Second street.

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

ooxoocoooooooco

Champion

"Then who is first," cried Teacher
then,
"In the hearts of all his country
men?"
Full sure was she that this would

find
An answer In each childish mind.
Till Youthful William rose once more
And said: "Please, ma'am, it s Theo

dore!"

BAD MAN WITH EASY

Chas. L. Keppeler
DEALER IN
New and Second Hand

Furniture Repaired,

FURNITURE

MATTRESSES

Household Goods,
Stoves, Ranges,
Chinaware, Crockery.

Made Over, Upholster-

Started

',at

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

Globe, Visited Deming and

Santa Fe Restaurant

Southwest.

Uenevr, Colo., Feb. 22. Inspector"
from the Denver olllce of the United
States secret service have returned
from Arizona, where they have been
for ten days attending the trial of
forgers of government pay checks.
The evidence produced by the otjlcers
was sufllclent to send the criminals to
the penitentiary, and the three guilty
ones are now doing time In the AriThe priszona penal Institutions.
oners are E. Phil Raper and James
Lemon and his wife.
The work of the forgers was the
most daring that has come to light
under the government Bervlce for
years, and the prisoners lift a trail
from the rich valley of the Gila In
Arizona to Los Angeles, San Francisco, Goldfield, La Junta and then back
to the scene of starting.
E. Phil Raper, whose appearance is
that of the typical western bad man
of the plains, was employed by the
goernment as a carrier of mall and
other packages owned or conveyed by
in the
Uncle Sam from the camp-it- e
Gila country to the camp vhere hun- dreds of men are employed in the
reclamation Bervlce on the big dam
known as the Roosevelt.
One day last fall he was given a
package of mall, and investigated all
of the contents of the large packages.
Among other things ho f.,und was a
package containing five check books
for the use of the men in the govern
ment reclamation service, the books
containing
about 2.000 individual
checks, and all blank, ready to be
filled out.
Raper stolo this packapo and the
checks and made preparations to do
the west like no other traveler had
before.
The day after the theft he
went to Globe, viBited the. tenderloin.

New York Prosecutors Believe the Binge

Poisoning Case Will Develop Into
One of the Mysteries

Open Day and Night.

tember 29. With him at the time of
the arrest was the woman of his
Journeys who had again Joined him
on the trip. Her husband was with
them also. His name Is James Lemon
and she married him after leaving
Raper.
When Raper left the woman he
turned over to her a large number of
the blank government checks and she
was charged with being an accessory
In the crime of passing them after
Lemon and wife
she had left him.
were convicted on February 12, and
sentenced to prison for an Indefinite
term.
It is considered in government
an extraordinary case In more
ways than one. It Is seldom that gov
ernment checks are gotten hold of as
easily as Raper got his, as they are
usually guarded with a zealous eye by
the officers in charge of the camps
where they are issued In large quantities.
It was an easy matter to pass
them, and the veriest amateur would
not have any troublo in obtaining
money on them.
Raper wrote most of the checks for
amounts ranging from $40 to $100,
and ho told the secret service men
that the gamblers suffered the most.
He beat them at their own games
with money gotten illegally a few mo
ments before In the same town.
Raper is a man of little education, although he displayed some of the clev
erness of the wisest crooks.

FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE.
TON'S Dltl'G STORE.

of the Age.
He testified that in a closet in the
bathroom adjoining the bedroom of
Mrs. Hinge he had found a bottle of
corrosive sublimate tablets. Alexanson of
der Wallau, the
the prisoner, was with him while he
was searching the rooms and when ne
found the poison, so Reardon testified
the son exclaimed:
"My God is that what you were
looking for?" and shook and shud
dered.
Reardon took the charge of the
bottle and next day turned it over to
the district attorney.
Reardon continued his testimony to
the effect that on the fact of every
one of the tablets tha word "poison"
was Impressed letters.
Apart from the detective, the most
important witness of the day was
Miss Elizabeth C. Devine, a nurse.
She related many detuils that had not
been told in public, and the conse
quence was that Mr. Corrlgan rested
his case early In the efternoon,
a large amount of other evidence in his possession.
Much other testimony unfavorable
to Mrs. Wulluu was elicited.

ng

an
the underworld and gave
a
tauon to paint me western
lurid hue.
,
accept-The invitation was qukkly
ed, and the costliest comi artment in
a Pullman was telegraphed for.
Raper got his first assortment of
silver coins by passing the govern1 rom there
ment checks at Globe.
the check trail was follow d to Uem- ing, N. M., El Paso, Texa. and scores
of smaller towns on the way to south- From I. s Angeles
ern California.
he went to 'Frisco, and l i the latter
place also passed a number of the
Then 'he mining
worthless checks.
ar.'l Tonopah
camps and Goldfield
of the
were visited, the habltu
gambling Joints standing in awe of
the rough looking would I'd million- aires who w ere throwing greenbacks
right and left and paying any price
for the best of service.
In the gold fields the w :nan founl
the pace entirely too fat, and she
went back to the rich ' i'a land,
while Raper kept hitting tise trail and
finally struck Colorado at Ia Junta,
dropping a check at every Important
place.
He. too, with the auda' Ity of the
pirates of old, was making his way
back toward Arizona, and was ar-- 1
rested by the special agents of the
government at lilabee. An., on Sep- -

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - - -

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone makes the
.duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.

&lQ

preserves
telephone
The
your health, prolongs your lite
and protects your home.

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN YOUR HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

HANDSOME

Crockery
Souvenir
vie wa or
Cathedral, Commercial Club
Household Goods of Every Description

Alvarado,

& Co.
Borradaile
117 W. Gold Ave.

4 OAK

EAPERT

jhOCmaKing

1

Under Savoy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

WAL- -

P. Matteucci

invl- -

AT.

Where to Dine Well

Left Trail of Government Checks
All Over

ing and Picture Framing.
All Work Guaranteed.

313 and 319 South Second Street

MONEY PAINTS WEST REDS

SHOW MOTHER IS GUILTY

wlth-holdl-

The Bank of Commerce

I

TESTIMONY OF SON MAY

York, Feb. 22. Accused of
murdering her mother, Mrs. Ida Binge
by slow poisoning, the most damaging
evidence against Mrs. Ida Wallau may
come from her own son, judging from
the developments at the first day's
session of the Inquest before Coroner
Acrltelli today.
Indirectly and unexpectedly t is
line of testimony was developed, and
it was one of several surprises in a
case that, in the belief of the prosecuting officers, will prove to be one
of the great poisoning mysteries of
the age, not excepting the Molineaux
and Fleming afrtiirs.
John H Stanchfield, who was taken
into the defense as senior counsel late
Tuesday night, was conducting the
of the witnesses
called by Assistant District Attorney
Corrlgan and in
with his
associates he had scored many points
fuvorablvj to the defense, when
ward J. Reardon, a county detective,
attached to the district attorney's of
fice, was called to the stand.
Questioned by Mr. Corrlgan, Rear
don said he had been at the Wallau
house the night of Feb. 8, when Mrs.
Uinge died.

HEN you pay all bills by check, your business is recorded
accurately.
Each Item shows for ltseir. inert is a correct record of all receipts and expenditures In your bank

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. You have posltlre
proof that you paid each obligation.
We rive the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.

"Who, of all men alive or dead.
Is first in peace?" the teacher said.
She looked around the room, and
smiled
child,
At every
When youthful William swift arli
Quoth he: "Andy Carnegie Is.

"Why, Teacher,

... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

A Checking Account

1907
(PATRIOTISM

I

New

Mattress

ALBERT FABER'S

e.

semi-annuall- y.

Wire

ed

Come In and see them on out floor.

Kof

f Weights anil Measures.
House bill No. 36, by Mr. Beach,
for the creation of the office of inspector of weights
and measures
passed the house without opposition.
This bill provides that the county
commissioners may appoint an inspector of weights and measures who
shall make two inspections a year
and shall receive $100 a year to be
paid
This bill Is de
signed particularly to prevent short
weights in fuel and ice.
House bill No. 48, an act relative
to the Incorporation of cities and
towns was tabled indefinitely on motion of Mr. Mulllns. The provisions
of this bill are embodied in another.
House bill No. 74, relative to appropriations for the office of game
warden was reported by the committee on territorial affairs with the
recommendation that it be referred
to the committee on finance for further consideration. After some dissension, the report was adopted.

and

de

completes this desirable piece. Sides drop down to allow
the little one to creep into and out of the crib without
being lifted.

lo

InsHH?tor

Well-Ma-

KZP&lTing

103 N. Flrtt

Butter Nut Bread

EAT MORE
J

Better Than Ever

. .
fe

j

j
,

'4

. .

202 East Railroad Ave.

,

of food- sof the most nutritious
good, wholesome bread and lets of
and note your gain
the
lu health. Ditto In money saving, be
cause bread is cheaper than meats
Sni
Just as gratifying
to the appetite. To get the best bread
and other flour products, always or
der HITTEK CREAM."

PIONEER BAKERY;
uth riRmr mrmtmr.

French Bakery
J.

C.

HAIiDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

PAINT

Covers more,

looks

best, wears

the longest, most economical; full measure.
plaster. Lime, Cement,
BUILDINGPAPER Always in stock.
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors. Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALUCQUERQl E, NEW 3IEX.
-

ALBUQUERQUE
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HISTORIC SPOT FOR CALIFORNIA PECULIARITIES
AT

EVERY

TREATING

ORANGE CROP

Will

PERIOD
Visitors to Jamestown Exposition Will Find Mementoes
of all American History.;

IN

MONEY

BE

Fully 30.000 Car Loads Worth All People Prefer that Particular Kind With Which They
$24,000,000. TransportaAre Most Familiar.
tion Takes Half.

EVENING CITIZEN.

been an employe of the house of rep
resentatlves for more thnn half a cen
tury, and Is r.dll hale and hearty and
apparently nble to go through anoth
er half century of public service, was
standing In the house lobhy a few
mornings ago when he was npproach-"- 1
by a stranger, a portly elderly
gentleman with white hair and mus
tache. As tne stranger extended his
hand he said:
"Don't you know me Captain Clan
cey?"
Captain Clancey studied long and
earnestly but could not recognize
him.
"Why, Captain, you ought to know
me; I used to be a page with you
forty-seve- n
years ago." The page
had grown into the prosperous business man anil It was little wonder
that Clancey did not recall the feat
ures of one of the "boys" of half a
century before. The man proved to
be W. H. Kingman, who was appointed a page In the house from
Michigan anil now lives in Boston.
Visiting Washington, he at once looked up his old chief.

Washington, D. C, Feb. L'2. RepLos AiiRelcs. Tnl., Feb. 22. The
(Ily Mnrk O. Walm.)
resentative Julius Kahn. of California,
railNorfolk, Vn.,
22.
On ac- agents of the transcontinental
from a to-icount of the Jiimcntown exposition, road companies have submitted a who recently returned enthusiastically
many veterans of the great war will Joint report to the effect that the of the Orient, talks
he made during
trend the soil of old Virginia again season's orange shipments will ag- on the observations
thl summer after a lapse of forty gregate thirty thousand carloads. his travels. In nothing did Mr. Kahn
n the basis of thirty tons to the car take greater interst than In the quesdd years. They will come with a litBUT DIEO IN
tle less fire In their eyes, a little more the tonnage will amount to 390,000. tion of money and the circulating RICH,
natives
of
value
medium
the
nniong
revenue
The
of
on
the
railroads
halt In their footsteps and a little
more gray In their locks, nevertheless oranges to eastern points Is $25 a whom he visited.
THE COUNTY HOME
"In China," said Mr. Kahn, "silver
they will come with memories as ton. The Southern Pacific and the
blight and minds as keen as when Santa Fe divide this business equally coins do not always contain the re
they followed the fortunes of battle between them, so they will Jointly quisite amount of silver; their actual
with Grant and Sheridan or Lee and receive from this traffic this season weight as compared with that re- SINGULAR RETICENCE OF FRANK
In addition to this the quired by the law, depends upon the
They will walk over the 19,750,000.
Jackson.
CALKIXS. SEVENTY YEARS
battlefields of Seven Tines or Fair private refrigerator car lines get for honesty or 'moderation' of the boss
OF AGE.
Oaks, Cold Harbor or the Wilderness, the use of their equipment something In charge of the particular mint
and slop occasionally to gather up a like 11.600.000. The gross returns for turning these silver coins out. For
Atchison, Feb. 22. Although be
Cray leaden bullet, a minie ball or a the thirty thousand cars sold In the this reason coins In general circulalonging to the Masonic order and
Detion In China only pass for their bul owning a farm of 820 acres In Ken
rusty grapo shot. They may. by a east Is placed at $24,000,000.
little search, discover the point of a ducting what the two roads and two lion value, as shown by their weight. tucky and a lot In Prairie, S. D.,
bavonet protruding from thesoll or It private car lines are to get. w hich Is Suppose we of this country should Frank Calkins, age 70 years, died at
may be only a buckle from a soldier's $11,250,000, there will be left to the have to stop and hesitate over the the
Atchison county home.
He be
belt with "U S. A." or "C. S. A."oranKe men $12,750,000. Out of the value of a coin every time one was came an Inmate of the home four
emblazoned with the brassy-gree- n
of latter the "range men have to pay offered us In change, or that we had months ago upon the advice of Dr,
,ne coat ' production, cost of handl- - to have the little piece weighed beyears.
the
Dudley, who found him sick
In some rlaces the scenes of that '"K and commission to eastern houses. fore we could be sure the merchant Charles
and alone In a room on Spring street
Brest conflict are fast becoming obll- - a" of which Is figured In. amounting was not getting the best of us. We He had
no ready money, and consent
of the United States, I'm afraid do
" t,iuv,vuu.
irraiea Dy me storms or tne seasons
go to the home while waiting to
as they pass, and by the plow of the net amount to the orange men will not value our monetary system as ed to from
hear
the Masonic lodge of Mont
unsentimental farmer, yet a thousand therefore be this season, according to we should.
peller, Vt., of which he was a mem
years will not be sufficient to entirely the railroad experts, $8,000,000.
"It Is customary among Chinese ber.
destroy the great earth-worwhich
merchants to stamp the coins that
He refused to call on the local
pass through their hands with their
the vast armies of the sixties threw SYXIHCATK MANAGERS MUST
for aid, and It was probably
up, sometimes In a single night. At
TKI.L TIIFIR 1NTKKKSTS. own initials; when this is done they lodge
Sewell's Point, where the Jamestown
Brooklyn, N. Y., Feb. 2l. Judge pass for their face value until short news to every Mason In Atchison that
exposition opens April 26, there are Garretson in the supreme court has weight Is disclosed, when the man one of their order was u, member of
huge piles of earth and fortification decided a case In corporation law who stamped the coin last must make the county home. Calkins came here
ruins, erected by the confederate which will .establish a most Important good the loss. The repeated stamp- four years ago, and worked for the
forces for the defense of Norfolk, and ' precedent with reference to the duties ing of these coins give them a hollow Thayer Supply company for a time.
In making the streets and boulevards j and liabilities of corporation manor dish-lik- e
shape and they resemble He had been away from Montpeller
or, the exposition many relics such as ngers. The decision rendered was In a pile of plates when stackeu up In eight years, and was In Kentucky and
pieces ot cannon, cannon balls, rusty the case of August Heckscher, a New a bank.
South Dakota before coming to Atch
muskets and the like, have been un- York capitalist, and was In favor of
"In the far east gold and paper lson. Deeds for the land were found
earthed.
him as against William Edenborn, are looked upon with suspicion by In a trunk which he had with him
At Old Jamestown,
where the president of the Louisiana Railway the natives. Silver is what they want, Papers were also found indicating
crumbling church tower stands as lae & Navigation company, and one of for It Is the only money metal with that he had a son in South Dakota.
sole remnant of the first English set- the directors of the United States
they are familiar. However, He carried an Insurance policy for
tlement in America, the earthworks Steel corporation, for $185,000, to-- which
enough to cover the cost of his fun
In this regard, human nature Is pretyears
ago
may
three hundred
with five years interest, ty much the same the world over. In eral. The burial took place in Atchi
be gether
een where they were thrown up as amounting in all to more than $230,-- a Colorado
and on the Pacific coast son.
defense against the Indians, build-- ! 000. The suit was decided upon tne paper money
still regarded with
ed a Uttle higher by Lord Cornwallls j contention of the plaintiff, which the distrust by theis people.
into a
Jn revolutionary days and added to court sustained, that a syndicate bank in San Francisco andGotender
a PHILADELPHIA GROUP
yet more by McClellan.ln the days of manager is bound to disclose to his $50 bill for change and
the teller
.'82. At Williamsburg, a few miles subscribers, to the very fullest extent will turn
it over and over and scrutiulBtant from Jamestown, are some of every Interest he could have adverse to
every part of it before he grudgSELLS FOR $75,
the best preserved earthworks of theirs, and that a syndicate man-the- nize
ingly parts with his metallic money
all Here much of the original . ager cannot sell or transfot his prop-"Fo- rt for It. In New
east
York
and
the
Magmder" stands, a high clr- - erty to the syndicate unless he fully people will bite and ring gold coins
cular embankment with Its accom- - reveals to such subscribers his
before accepting them, but they ac THE NATIVE COPPER COMPANY
deep moat. In a tangle of terest In the property. Should,
cept the paper money without look
PURCHASERS MINES HAVE
bushes on this embank- - ever, he put his property In without
at It with more than a mere
BEEN THOROUGHLY
ment there was recently discovered a ' disclosing his interests to the sub- - ing
glance to determine Its denominad
EXPLOITED.
beap of
loaded mortar scrlbers, then each subscriber may re- - tion."
shells, which had lain there undis- cover from him the full amount of
Ixiwlcr
William
Illustrates.
years. his subscription.
turbed for nearly forty-fiv- e
A mining deal which means much
Sharp Williams, minority
John
Every household of the community
leader of the house, In discussing the for the central district and in fact
baa Its priceless collection of battle- EXAMINATIONS FOR NAVAL
apparent differences of opinion be the entire county, was consummated
field relics turned up by the plow or
CADETS BEING HELD. tween the north and the south and last week when B. F. Baker ,of Hanuncovered by the frosts of winter and
Detroit, Mich., Feb. 22. All the their viewpoints on matters of gen over, sold to the Native Copper Minthe rains of summer Here may be j candidates for appointment to the eral Interest, illustrated the situation ing company of Milwaukee, Wisconseen some of the best preserved naval academy as midshipmen, who In one of his characteristic observa- sin, the Philadelphia group
of mines,
ritie-pl- ts
thrown up during the war. passed the physical examination on
to Representative Alexander, of consisting of the Philadelphia, PhilaThe railroad from Williamsburg to Feb. 12, are being examined in the tions
delphia
Buffalo,
was born In Maine and
Extension, Chicago and MagNew port News cuts through one of university school here today. There Is fairly who
typical of the republicans gie Bell properties, says the Silver
these huge earthworks about a mile are twenty-thre- e
candidates.
The and is well liked by Williams.
City Independent.
The same comout of Williamsburg.
examiners are Professor F. L. Bliss,
"In 1620," said Mr.
a pany owns fifteen other claims
At Yorktown there may be seen principal of the Detroit University band of Pilgrims landed Williams."
on a rock up
group and
traces of the famous redoubts thrown school; Professor J. A. Sinclair, prln-- p there in Massachusetts and the Ideas with thethenewPhiladelphia
purchase now own a
by Cornwallls and in which he clpal of the Ungraded Public school, they brought over with them have large acrenge between
put too much confidence. Newer and and Raymond E. VanSlckle. attorney, passed on down through generation and Santa Rita camps. the Hanover
The Philamore extensive earthworks
appear assisted by several public school
generation.
Much, If not all, delphia mine Is one of the old prothere also, mementoes of the Penlnsu- - teachers. The contestants are llmit-la- r after
the friction between the north and ducers In the county and has now
campaign of the civil war. At ed to residents of the first
that has occurred In this coun- an output of over fifty thousand dola thousand men might yet sional district of Michigan, or sons south
try can be
This output at the present
back to the ideas lars
find shelter in the "Crater," the Bala- - of army or navy officers born In the of that bandtraced
of Pilgrims. Now, this price of copper would be worth over
of
the civil war. where so state who have not acquired residence being true it must follow that if the one hundred thousand dollars. The
klava
many brave lives were sacrificed. All elsewhere.
The examinations will rock had landed on those Pilgrims management of the Native Copper
about Richmond, the confederate last until Saturday,
instead of the Pilgrims landing on company Intends to at once comcapital, are signs of the city's defense
that rock this country would have mence active development work, inIn the flays which tried the souls of SOITIIEKN ItHEF.DF.ltS
been spared a vast amount of trouble; creasing the main shaft on the Philamen. Embankments,
trenches, reFIHST GENERAL MEETING. there would have been no sectional delphia to a triple compartment nnd
doubts, rifle-pit- s,
and fortifications of
Birmingham, Ala., Feb. 22. Breed feeling and everything would have also to sink two additional shafts.
every kind dot the landscape, es- - ers from all parts of the southern been lovely."
The Philadelphia mine has been unpecially to the east and north of the states attended the first general meetMr. Alexander did not quite agree der bond and lease to B. F. Baker,
city. Similar earthworks abound all Ing of the newly Incorporated South-ov- with Mr.
conclusion but of Hanover, who has made a decided
Virginia from Manassas to Ap- - em Breeders' association, which was thought hisWilliams'
Illustration showed the success of the operation. All of the
pomattox and it will not be difficult held In the Hlllman hotel yester-fo- r readiness
with which the minority ground owned by the company has
the old veterans of the blue and day. Colonel W. F. Garth, who pre-th- e leader could always Illustrate
an ar- been thoroughly prospected and is
gTay to get their bearings as they sided, wished the association every gument.
to contain great mineral
known
traverse the scenes of their battles of success and called on every breeder
Grown Out of Recollection.
values. The Philadelphia is alleged
long ago.
of live stock of any breed or breeds
Captain John T. Clancy, who has to have brought $75,000.
The Jamestown exposition promises In the south to Join the association
to serve many useful purposes to the at once and
with it In
country at large and not the least uplifting the live stock Interests of
Think of the enormously
of these will be the bringing together the south. Addresses on the breed-o- f
the soldiers of the north and the lug and management of live stock
difficult task of having every
oldlers of the south in closer com-- I were delivered by George Campbell
tablet of Cascarets cf the
pact and fraternal friendship The Brown, Ewell Farm, Tenn.; W. F.
OF
lapse of years has healed the wounds Clifton Klrkpatrick, Cahaba, Ala., and
many millions of tablets sent
of passion and at the Jamestown ex- others.
out
to the world the came as
position the old soldiers will gather
at the "Building of the Blue and the MILITARY REVIEW
every
other tablet, equally
Alcana Excellence of the
Gray Veterans" and will fight their
IN NEW JERSEY.
dainty,
as
sweet, palatJib'.e
Preparation.
battles o'er again without a semTrenton, N. J.. Feb. 22. Governor
blance of the animosity of former E. Stokes as commander-in-chie- f
equally
effective as a
and
of
.years.
the military forces of the state will
medicine.
review the second regiment of the naSEABOARD AIR LINE
tional guard of New Jersey in the
TO MAKE EXTENSIONS second regiment armory
Think o." nearly ONE HUNDRED MILLIONS of bvxes cf
tonight.
New York, Feb. 22. The directors This will be the first review of the
of the Seaboard Air line have an- - year and elaborate plans have been Cascarets sold in the last eleven years, all on the pure merit of
nounced plans for its Improvement made for It by Colonel Dennis F.
this wonderful preparation, and every tablet of nearly a BILLION
will cost, close on $3,000,000, 11ns and Adjutant J. M. Rogers, of the
TABLETS having exactly the same Purity, Quality and Medimost of the improvements to be ef- - regimental headquarters.
The gover-fecte- d
In the seuport cities of Florida nor will be attended by all the mem-an- d cinal Merit as the rest of them.
It is the PURITY OF PROGeorgia. Besides the contem- - bers of his staff In full dress uniform CESS that made
seeming
this
possible purity ia 11:2
miracle
rdated improvements orders have been 'and men who are high In the
by the Seaboard for one hun- - tary service outside the second regt-lr- d sense of exactness, nicety, care and selection.
new locomotives besides the fifty ment. have been Invited as guests,
already ordered.
Several thousand A number of medals for long service
When, in 1896, Cascarets were first treated, the purpose cf its mak-r- 3
freight cars of various sizes have a'.- -- ' md marksmanshiu will be awarded.
was to make the best Bowel Remedy ever designed and compounded. T.:e
oeen contracted lor.
preparation was to be pure and harmless, made by PURE PROCESSES,
end sold under a pure promise that it would accomplish always what was
hist TKS Ehl'rATION
KENTICKY CHILD LABOR
OF JEWISH CHILDREN. claiined, with the alternative of a guaranty or money refunded.
ASSOCIATION M EETS.
New
Feb. 22. Prominent
The grateful recommendation of hundreds of thousands of pleacc.
Louisville, Ky., Feb. 22. The first Jews in York,
this city assembled in the
atrons who found Cascarets to be TRUE and dependable was by far
general meeting of the Kentucky Cooper Institute
last night when plans greatest element in the promotion of their success.
Child Labor association was held in to establish in Palestine,
a thoroughNow that the PURE FOOD AND DRUG ACT has gone into effect,
the Woman's club yesterday and ly modern school for the education
was very largely attended. Address- JewUh children were discussed. Al-of .vc cannot refrain from welcoming it for the benefit of the people, and ?t
the same time from claiming that we adopted OUR OWN PURE DRUGS
es were delivered by prominent peo- ready the Zionist movement
has apAct in 1896, and by steadfast adherence to the principles then set to guide
ple Interested In the child labor prob- pealed to the prominent
all over us, have convinced the world of the power of purity and truth as exemlem, and plans for a campaign the country for assistanceJews
connecplified by Cascarets, a pure, honest, harmless, reliable article for the prethroughout the state were agreed up- tion with the project and inthere
are
on.
promises of liberal aid. It was stated vention and alleviation of all diseases of the stomach and bowels.
at last night's meeting
there
OFFICE CHIEF QUARTERMASTER were thousands of Jewishthatchildren
What stronger argument than the favor of millions of satisfied friends,
Denver, Colorado, March 1, 1907. In Palestine who were receiving litof whom hundreds of thousands have been relieved of great sufferings, can
St aled proposals in triplicate will be tle or no education,
that nearly be offered to him or her who has not tried Cascarets when in trouble? The
received here and at office of the all the universities InandEurope
slightest attack of irregularity, costiveness, colic, headache, flatuJen, ail
Quartermaster ut each post below shutting their doors on Jewish were
the signs of impending CONSTIPATION should be heeded as a warning,
stunamed, until 11 a. in., April 1. 1907, dents.
and immediate recourse be taken to that great preventive of disease, Casfurnishing
for
wood, fuel coal, blackcarets.
coal,
smith's
charcoal and Mineral Oil AMERICAN POWER BOAT
The specific purpose of Cascarets is not alone as a treatment for the
required during the fiscal year ending
ASSOCIATION MUTTS.
cure of Constipation, but even more so, to keep the entire food-canclean
June 80, 1908, at Fort Apache. Foil
New York. Feb. i:'. At the
and antiseptic, destroying all disease germs before they can form a lodgiluachucu, and Whipple Barrack , meeting of the American Powerannual
Boat ing and start their iniquitous activity.
Ariz.; Fort Logan and Denver. Colo; association
in the Hotel KnickerFort Bayard and ,Fort Wheats, xew bocker yesterday J. Norris Olyphunt
Mexico; und Fort Douglas and Fort of the Thousand Isles Y. ('., was
Those who have never tried Cascrets, as an immediate laxative, a reliDuchesne, Utah. Information
furFAMILY
elected president; A. It. Cole, of the able cathartic, a positive preventive and the best
nished on application here or at
Maiihassett Y. C, treasurer, and II. MKDICJNE. should go to their own druggist TODAY and buy a litila
of respective post quartermas- O. Glelow. of the Atlantic Y. C, 10c. boy ureJy not too risky an investment. They will be convinced and
ters. Envelopes to be marked, "I'io- - measurer.
Plans for power boat added tv. jur millions of friends, lie sure you get the kind you ask lor
" luces far the coming season were dis1'ns.Us for Fuel and Oil at
759
CascareU, the only original, genuine, every tablet marked "C C C."
C. A. H. McCAl'LET, Chief Q, Ju.
cussed but no dtU were decided oil. I
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 107.
Notice Is hereby given that Luis
Garcia of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his
claim, vis: Homestead entry No,
220 mads April 17,
for the
NWK SE14, NEK BWH. Sec. 1,
Tp. 90N., Range 6E., and that said
proof will be made before II. W. 8.
Otero, United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, K. It., on
March S. 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
vis:
Carlos Lopez, Federlco Lopez, Fau-stl- n
Garcia and Luis Garcia y Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
five-ye-

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

ar

10,

sew Mexico

ALBUQUCRQUK

Capital and Surplus, $iou,ooo

INTEREST

ALLOWED

SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

NOTICE FOR l'CRLICATION.
With Amp'a Means and Unsurpassed

Department of the

Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Jose
Grlego y Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
has filed notice of his Intention to
make final five-yeproof In support
of his claim, vis: Homestead entry
No. 978 made July 17, 1098, for
the SE14 SE14, Sec. 86, Tp. 10 N..
Range 6E., and lot 1 and SE14 NE14.
Sec. 2, and lot 4, Sec. 1, Tp. 9N.,
Range IE., and that said proof will
be made before United State Court
Commissioner H. W. S. Otero, at Albuquerque, N. M., on March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
vis:
Venceslado GHego, Jose Armenta,
Rafael Grlego and Carloa Orlego, all
of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
ar

f&9 Bmk

etf

Facilities.

teases

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $160,000.00.

and

S

Solicits

,,,

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solo-mo- n
Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. B. Cromwell.
DEPOSITORY FOB THE ATCHISON, TOrEKA AND SANTA FB RY.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the 'Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that
ir
Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
his filed notice of his Intention to
make final five-yeproof in support
of his claim, viz:
Homestead entry
No. 9298, made May 1, 1906, for the
s Va NWH and NV4 SWIi, Sec. 30,
Tp. 9N., Range 6E.. and that said
proof will be made before H. W. a
Otero United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Mel-cho-

ALBUQUKRQUr, NEW MEXICO

ar

orrictRm and
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEJS
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

President
vice President
Caahler
Aaalatant Cashier
Director

U. m. DEPOSITORY
Authorlred Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

vie:

Candelario Ruiz. Pedro Garcia r
Garcia, Jose Grlego and Luis Garcia
y Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25. 1907.
Notice is hereby elven that nnnlal
Jinso of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
five-yeproof in support of his
claim, viz: Homestead
entry No.
9461 made May 22-- , 1906, for
the
SW14 SEU and SEtt 8WU. Ran. 19
Tp. 10N., Range 6E., and that said
proot will be made before H. W. S.
Otero, United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
o prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
vis:
Leandro Jaramlllo.
Jesus r.nrrta
Donaclano Gutlerres
nnd Minnal
Gutlerres, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
o
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.

director

500,00.M
$260,000.0

Depository for Atchison, Topeka ft Saala Fa Railway Cempany

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

ar

Department of the Interior. United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe. N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Eduar- do Carter of Chilill, N. M., has filed
notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his
claim, viz: Homestead
entry No.
6752 made Jan. 2, 1902, for the EV4
NE4, Sec. 12, Tp. 8N., 6E., NW14
NWK, Sec. 7. and SW14 SW14, Sec.
Tp. 8N., Range 7E., and that said
proof will be made before H. W. S.
Otero, United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque. N. M.. on
March 5. 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of. the land,
sis:
Miguel Apodaca, Pablo Beldonado.
Cldllo Montoyo and Celso Carter, all
of Chlllll, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
five-ye-

ar

CAPITAL.

. . .

$100,000.00

SURPLUS FUND

20,000.00

,

With ample Capital, Conservative Management and Representative
Board of Directors we are prepared to offer unexcelled facilities
for the transaction of all legitimate branches of Banking
Business.
O. N. MARRON,

HERNDON.

President; Wm.
Cashier;

FARR, Vice President; J. B.
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M.. Jan. 26. 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Carlos
Grlego of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
notice of his intention to make final
five-yeproof In support , of his
claim, viz:
entry No.
Homestead
9679. made July 17, 1906. for tha
swu NW(4, NWK SWK, Sec. 1,
and N!4 SEVi, Sec. 2, Tp. 9N., Range
6E., and that said proof will be made
before the United States Court Commissioner, H. W. S. Otero, at Albuquerque. N. M.. on March 5. 1907.
Me names the following witnesses
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
vis:
Venceslado Grlego Joso Armenta,
Rafael Grlego and Jose Grlego y
Garclu, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

Notice These Buildings;
(we will give you street addresses,
with numbers) If you wish to see
what can be done with lumber of the
lasting kind. We want your trade,
certainly.
Let's add that we can
prove by quality and prices that we
deserve It.

ar

RIO

ar

viz:

Faustln Garcia, Pedro Garcia y
Garclu, Carloa Lopes and Jose Grlego,
all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
FEE'S
CANDIES,
STORE..

PEERLESS HOMEMADE
AT WALTON'S DRUG

LUMBER

GO.

Cmrner Third and Marquette

O0000
"OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED 187$.

i,. B. PUTNEY

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, United
Stutes Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M.. Jan. 25. 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
Antonio Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
has filed notice of his intention to
make final five-yeproof In support
of his claim, viz:
Homestead entry
No. 9297, made May 1, 1906, for the
SH SV4. Sec. 19, and NH NWK.
CE., and that
Sec. 30, Tp. 9N.. Rar
said proof will be made before H. W.
S. Otero, United States Court Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,

GRANDE

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largeot and Most Exclusive Stock of Stable Groceries In
In the Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

THE

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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SYSTEM OF TRIAL DIVORCE! oo

You Cannot Afford to Miss This
Opportunity. Cash Talks

NO

EMMONS, The Furniture Man
wear kno viaduct
COAL and SECOND

D,

III THE GOULD

LINE

SHOP STRIKE
There was no change yesterday In
the Gould line shop employes' strike
situation. The shops at all points of
the system remained open with the
machinists at work and there is no
intimation that the machinists will
go out in sympathy with the blacksmiths and boiler makers. The ultimatum of Superintendent Smith of
the machinery department Issued last
week, was to the effect that unless
the blacksmiths and helpers return
ed to work at 7 a. m. yesterday they
would be no longer considered in the
employ of the company, and could
obtain their pay on application to the
foreman; furthermore their personal
effects would be removed. The men
did not present themselves at any of
the shops, but their personal effects
were not removed.
There is evidently no disposition
on the part of the management to
resort to drastic measures, and apparently no effort has been made as
yet to fill the places of the strikers.
No move was made yesterday on
either side looking to a conference,
however, unless there should, be intervention from some other source
the wage question will not be reconsidered today.
The Impression prevailed in railroad circles last evening that some
step may be taken within a few days
for a reconsideration of the case and
in the meantime the management desired all employes to be correctly and
fully informed on the basis of the
advance offered lust week.

...

21.

A

unique '.are not sure that they will wish U- ways to live apart and so have signed
a compact to give the arrangement a
trial. By the terms of the agreement
they will live apart three year, during which period they each agree not
Meanwhile
to apply for a divorce.
Mrs. Puffer I to receive trial alimony
At the
In the form of 75 a month.
end of three years, if a divorce Is obreceive
is to
tained, Mrs. Puffer
17,000.

They have a grown son, who is now
In Arlsona. Mrs. Puffer is well known
as a lecturer on literary subjects and
it is said that she Intends to go on the
stage. Mr. Puffer is well known as a
forceful preacher, and the step which
in Brookline, while the minister is re- he and his wife have taken has caused
maining in this city. Apparently they much surprise among their friends.
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The Mot Important Accessory to a Man's Apparel
is His Personal Linen. I Have Given My Shirt
Stock Special Attention This Season. j j . j j
Just Received the Celebrated

Earl & Wilson Pure Linen Shirts
and Manhattan Shirts

o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
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MAN
DELL
Fine Clothing and Furnishing

M.
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Itching TOes.
THE BAKBER WON
COMING EVENTS
OUT AGAINST HARDIN.
If you are acquainted with anyone
barber,
sudden
who ia troubled with this distressing;
Fred Gregory, the
ly disappeared Sunday night, as did
ailment you can do him no greater
many of the tools In the shop, says
Feb. 21. Dance at Colombo' hall favor than to tell him to try Chamthe Lordsburg Liberal. M. Q. Har- by the G. I. A. to the B. of L. E.
berlain's Salve. It gives Instant retelegraphed
shop,
owns
din, who
the
lief.
Price 25 cents per box. Sol
February 25 to March 2, "The
to Tucson, and succeeded In catching
by all druggists.
Twins."
back,
brought
and
was
hlin. He
charged with embezzling the tools
ALMANAC EVENTS.
Feb. 20 and 23. Ember Days.
taken from the shop. He swore the
to him. Mr.
Feb. 22. Washington's Birthday.
The following rules will govern the cultural college for corn grown in tools he took belonged
It
owned them.
March 17. St. Patrick' Day.
LUNCO
CURE
New Mexico boys' corn growing con- New Mexico by boys between the ages Hardin swore he
one, ana, or course,
March 21. Spring begins.
test, to be held under the auspices of of 12 and 18 years, contingent upon was one to not
be held.
March 24. Palm Sunday.
WITH
the New Mexico College of Agricul- there being not less than fifty contest Gregory could
March 25. Lady Day; annunciaants:
ture and Mechanics Arts:
tion.
THE
va
Sweepstakes (best of all
Cost of entering contest, free.
SOCIETY MEMORIAL.
March 29 Good Friday.
125.00
rieties)
Who are eligible? Boys between For the best letter telling about
Rome, Feb. 22. The house In
March 31 Easter Sunday.
low.
May 30 Memorial Day of O. A. R.
the ages of 12 and 18 years living in
which Keats, the great poet, died in
operation
of
various
the
" Prifl
New Mexico.
5.00 here, was handed over today to the
growing the corn
60 Ml. 00
A
Lesson.
Valuable
FOB
American
of
representatives
the
E. E. Glddings, who for the past
application.
Write a
How to make
Dent Variety,
ago
years
LOS
Free Trial.
in"Six
a
I
learned
valuable
Keats-Shelle- y
society.
is
the
It
eleven years has been employed in letter something like the following:
$10.00
1st prize
Maglesson,"
Pleasant,
writes
of
society'
John
convert
to
it
of
the
tention
the local shops of the Santa Fe as J. J. Vernon, Esq., Agricultural Col5.00
2nd prize
Hunwt and Quick eat Our for all
of relics of joth nolia, Ind. "I then began taking Dr.
a pattern maker, has resigned his
3.00 Into a museum
lege, New Mexico.
3rd prize
THROAT and LUNO TROUB
King's
New Life Pills, and the longer
Shelley.
house
The
wai
feisitlon and will leave in a few days
and
Keats
2.00
to
enter
prize
the 4th
Dear Sir: I desire
LES, or MONEY BACK.
for San Diego, where he will make New Mexico boys' corn growing con2. 00 visited today by a large number of I take them the better I find them."
6th prize
They please everybody. Guaranteed
his home, says the San Bernadino test. I am
2.00 American tourists who are sojournyears of age. Please 6th prize
25c.
Wllllnnm' Indian Pn
Son. He has some property interests send me free of charge to the above
2.00 ing in this city. A memorial tablet by all druggists.
7th prize
will cure Blind,
SDr.
In that city to which he will devote address, one pound of
1.00 will be erected in front of the house
seed 8th prize
ana Itoalng.
poet's
his time. He has long been a fa- corn. I promise to grow this corn to 9th prize
1.00 giving the exact date of the
Piles. H absorbs tbe tumor.
Ilnys th Itching at once, acta
miliar figure and a seeming fixture I the best of my ability and to send 10th prize
100 death as Feb. 23, 1821. There has
a a poultice. rvps Instant re
in the pattern room or tne snons ana to the county
100 been much controversy as to this
leader or to the 11th prize
lief. Dr. WlUlams'lmllanPile Ointwill be greatly missed by the? shop New Mexico Agricultural college, as 12th prize
1.00 date as some contend that it was on
ment Is nreDarrd tor PI lea and lick
ing of the private purts. Every bos a
men.
1.00 Feb. 27 the poet passed away. All
may be directed, on or before Nov. 13 th prize
warranted. By druirglxts. br mall on rn-21)
1.00 the money required for the purchase
1907. two ears of each variety 14th prize
eeliit o( price. 60 cents and il.OO. WILL 15
Cunningham
of jlhe grown, together with answers to the 15th prize
of the old mansion was subscribed
Foreman
l.vVaUUr ACTUHINB CI., rropa,. uirveiand. otK
bridge and building department, had following questions:
100 In New York, the principal part or
16th prize
FOR SALE BY 8. VANN ft SO!T.
It having been raised at a literary
a gang of men at Glorleta yesterday,
1
on
Variety.
Kind of soil and sub-so- il
Mint
Astoria,
Waldorf
in the
where they moved and repaired some which the corn was grown.
$10.00 matinee
1st prize
DON J. RANKIN & CO.
box car bodies.
5.00 which was attended by many per2
2nd prize
Climatic conditions.
note,
about a month ago.
sons
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT
of
8.00
3
3rd prize
Date of each operation.
LOANS.
2.00
4
Description of each operation
4th prize
AJTD CHIROFO.
Automatic Phone 461.
BURKE TAKES PLUN6E IN2.00 1LAIR DRESSER
6th prize
and why it was performed.
DIST.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bulldln
2.00
5
6th prize
Name of the variety or varieties
2.00
corn grown.
7th prize
of
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No.
TO SILVER CITY CANYON
100
6
Am
8th prize
Where the Beed was obtained.
Railroad avenue, ia pre100 209 West
9th prize
How to obtain seed. One pound
treatscalp
thorough
to
give
pared
100
of shelled seed corn will be sent free 10th prize
IMmUlfAMCK.
corns,
LOO ment, do hair dressing, treat
to every applicant who compiles with 11th prize
SURVIVES FALL of sixty
Secretary Mutual Building Assort)
She
ingrowing
nails.
and
bunions
100
the conditions named above. The se- 12th prize
tlon. Office at 217 West Rallroae
and maninECAl'SE OF SOFT EARTH
100 give massage treatmentown
lection of the variety of seed must be 13th prize
COMING IV OUT OP THE COLD
venue.
preparacuring.
Mrs.
Bambini's
AT BOTTOM.
100
from the following list: Swadley, Aus- 14th prize
heated
builds up we appreciate a perfectly
cream
complexion
of
tion
100
tralian White Flint, Colorado Yellow 16th prize
improves the complex-Ion- ,, house, but It ia not every house that
100 the skin andguaranteed
The fact that the bottom of the Dent, Pride of the North, Improved 16th prize
not to be In- Is properly warmed. If yours la laok-in- g
Is
and
Each boy should provide a book in jurious. She also prepares a hair
Main street arroyo is at present in a Learning, Golden eBauty, Iowa Silver
in any way, or if you are undemay
be
operations
soft and pliable condition probably Mine, Champion White Pearl and which the day's
cided what la the best system to Indanprevents
cures
and
tonic
that
vamade
be
Is the principal reason that another Hickory King. Seed of no other
recorded. The record should
and hair falling out; restorel stall in a new house and need Infor
death through falling therein has not riety will be furnished, but the con- each evening. These notes should druff
with Raube and Mauger
to
dead hair; removes moles, mation that la trustworthy and vallife
was
JuRt
what
been recorded, as a man by the name testants are at liberty to secure seed consist of the date.
Office, lis North First BC
Also a uable, let ua know of your trouble,
superfluous
hair.
warts
and
was
It
why
done.
any
day
and
other done that
of Bert Burke fell headlong down its of any other varieties from
ALBUQUERQUE, N. ML
powder, a freckle cure and pim- We are specialists for hot water, hot
Get all the Information you can face
precipitous bank at the intersection source and furthermore, may enter as
All of these air and steam heating.
cure.
pile
ple
cure
and
books,
may
growing
from
regarding
corn
they
midnight on many different varieties as
about
of Broadway
preparations are purely vegetable
papers, bulletins, or persons.
Saturday, his helpless predicamtent desire.
compounds.
Have just added a vi- Standard Plumbing & Heating Go
ana
once
your
ut
application
to
corn
Sunthe
Make
How to send the
not being discovered until 6:30
for treatment of
machine
brator
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
to
J.
J.
grown
communications
variety
corn
all
of
address
day morning, when two men who college. Each
cure
of wrinkles. It
scalp,
and
face
Grain and Fuel.
College,
seAgricultural
O.
wrapped
Vernon,
bridge
carefully
P.
espied
and
him should be
were crossing the
pains
rheumatism,
Is also used for
Fine Line of Imported Wines Llquora- lying in the bottom of the gulch and curely tied in a separate package with New Mexico.
massage.
and
and Cigars. Place your orders foe
Immediately went to his rescue, says the name and address of the boy who
...The
thla line with ua.
the Silver City Independent. He was grew it and the name of the variety OFFICE OF CHIEF QUARTERMAS
A WORD TO YOU.
JUST
NORTH THIRD ST.
TER, Denver, Colo., March 1, 1907.
placed In a wagon and hurried to attached thereto and also Inclosed
"SHORT
LINE"
Sealed proposals In triplicate will be
may be that you have been conIndividual packages
The
the Sisters' hospital, where a careful within.
It
examination by Dr. Angle disclosed should be sent to the person desig- received here until 11 a. in., on April sidering the advisability of purchasto the mining camps of Colorado,
THIRD
the fact that the man was not seri- nated by the county lealer who will 2, 1907, for transportation of military ing a piano. It mo, we ask you to
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
ously injured, though he sustained make them into one large package supplies, routes Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and Inspect our line of pianos now, as we
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, la
sprains and bruises, and ship to the New Mexico College 6. and for drayage at Denver, Colo., will reduce our large stock in order
some painful
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and
his right knee suffering the most in of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, and Phoenix, Ariz., during the fiscal to make more room in our store dur
the
In1, 1907.
AU Kinds of Fresh and Salt
July
commencing
year
tongue
N.
M.)
address,
Park,
bit
his
Mesllla
regard.
(Freight
also
He
this
ing the progress of improvements
Steam Sausage Factory.
quite badly.
When removed from The transportation charges on the formation furnished on application. now under way. Ask for our special
DENYER
RIO
GRANDE
&
EMIL KLIENWORT
Envelopes containing proposals should terms and prices.
the ditch the man presented a sorry-looki- corn will be paid by the college.
Masonic Building, North Third Street
sight, as his clothes were
Judges. One Judge will be ap- be marked: "Proposals for TransporA
LINDEMANN,
RD
LEARN
ft
" addressed
RAILROAD
torn and he was covered with dirt pointed by the Agricultural college. tation on Route No.
206 West Gold Avenue.
and mud from head to foot. His one by the territorial superintendent C. A. H. McCAULEY, Chief Q. M.
7.
through the fertile San Luis valwatch and a small amount of money of public instruction, and these two
ley; also to the San Juan country
he had on his person are missing, Judges will select a third.
PENNYROYAL
MOTT'S
PILLS
of Colorado.
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATU
and it is believed that he had enPrizes for the county contests. The L. E., will give their eleventh anThy ovsrrom WuknfM, trm
arlfy and uwlMlotit.lncreaee vikoi
NOTARY PUBIJC.
trusted these to some friend for safe whole matter of rules and prizes for nual ball at Colombo hall, February
aa
to
information
ratea,
For
a.
ftud bantth
of metmiu
keeping earlier in the evening. Mr. the county contests is left entirely 22. Music furnished by Kills' arches-trHon." 1 Uj ai
service,
descriptive
I.irV Mm vr ra"
train
literature
Room B, Cromwell Block, Albe
Tickets, $1.00.
has sufficiently recovered with the local leaders,
Burke
toirlrlaat vamanhuod aiJlDtr drV
address.
velt'pmrnt of orvina and butty. Ko
querque, Automatlo Telephone 174
o
from his Injuries to return on the
Prizes offered by the New Mexico
fcnuwtt rfiiH'y for women ejiait
S.
K.
HOOPER,
to harm life b
stage today to his home in Santa Agricultural college. The following
We do it right, ROUGH DRY. Imtm.i ftCannot
Iw
1'iiiiif
VI
iffurf.
Mr
CencraJ Passenger ft Ticket Agent
t
..i .. Rita, at which point he Is operating prizes, amounting to $100, distributed perial Laundry Co.
Give ua your ROUGH DRY
MUTT CHEinc!. Jo..H"."".i.
VVTJ"jr ha,
a hoist on the property of the Santa between dent and flint varieties, will
Denver, Colo.
Monday, and get It back Wednesday,
BON.
BT
FOR
ANN
SAi.E
ft
be offered by the New Mexico Agri- Subscribe for Tluj Evening Citizen
Rita company.
Imperial Laundry Co.

Bernardino Sun. McDonald is one
of the oldest railroad men on the
Coast lines of the Santa Fe. For 23
years he has been running a passenger train on the Santa Fe, between
Needles and Albuquerque, his run being out of either of those cities or
some intermediate point all that per"
iod. He Is well known to every railroader in this section of the country, and is always a welcome visitor.
While in the city he is the guest of
City Freight and Passenger Agent
F. T. Aspinwall, of the Salt Lake
route, they having known each other
in the days agone, when the latter
was agent for the Santa Fe at Wins- -

RULES GOVERNING A. & M. COL
LEGE CORN GROWING
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Alex McDonald, of Needles, is in

the city, and is now an Elk, receiving the degree work of that order at
last night's meeting, says the San

mm

m

LAW WILL
SHORTEN ALL DIVISIONS.
"The bill which has been introduced in congress and which at present
seems most likely to pass, win mean
that we will have to shorten all our
divisions."
This statement was made to the
Chlckasha commercial club today by
II. U. Mudge, second vice president
and general manager of the Chicago,
Hock Island & Paclnc railroad. Mr.
Mudge was discussing with the club
the decision of the ltock Island to
move the division headquarters from
Chlckasha to El Reno. He said that
the law introduced in congress making it a penal offense to keep a raillonger than
road crew on the roadneoessary
the
slrtefl hours made
shortening of the divisions. The run
Is 178
from here to Fort Worth
miles. The plan of the Rock Island
is to move the division from here
to El lieno and estublish another division between this city und Fort
Worth.
S1XTEEN-IIOU-

Salem, Man.,

1

McDonald in ban beknar- d1no joining big herd.

ENORMOUS CONSUMPTION
OF COAL BY SANTA FE.
From the coal lnes of Kansas the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe takes
71,600
dally 2.300 tons, monthly
tons, and yearly 859.000 tons. This
per cent of the state's an
is 13
nual production.
The Santa Fe consumes In Its
within the state of Kansas
65,583
dally 1.793 tons, monthly
tons, and yearly 666,996 tons. Of
this total, 200,136 tons are bought
in Colorado. The company operates
annroximatelv 600 locomotives with
in the state. Based on the law of
averages for the entire operation of
a western railway, a locomotive con- of
umpa A. ton of coal in a run
about 15 miles, or about five tons a
day. This average includes heavy
road engines and the lighter engines
used on branch lines.
Counting two men to an engine
men (engineers and firemen) are
employed in burning the coal which
the company buys for Kansas consumption. Added to this are the
men employed in mining the
coal.
The Santa Fe is the largest consumer of coal mined in the state. To
establish a supply of coal for its
locomotives it has opened or causea
to be opened more coal mines in the
state than any other institution or
growth
The marvelous
individual.
of the city of Pittsburg and the congestion of population in the mining
camps round about that splendid city
may be traced directly to the money
Invested by the Santa Fe in coal
properties there.
The coal production of Kansas is
the subject of a report for V.1905, the
Parker
last report issued by E.
to the United States geological survey. Other states produce more coal
has
than Kansas does, but no state
made a greater increase of output,
and so the phrase stands good in
Kansas even for coal production.
loco-otiv-

Men's High Grade

Twenty-Tw- o

marital agreement has been perfected
by the Rev. Charles E. Puffer, pastor
or ine L niversaiisi. cnun-ui una
and his wife, who Is a lecturer.
marriages
are a topic of
While trial
win locomotive
28,000 have been
Mr. and Mrs. Pufbuilt since 1870, while only 2,000 general discussion,
put Into operation a compact
were set up In the 37 years of opera- - fer havemay
be termed a trial divorce.
which
tlon before that year, and where an They
will live apart for three years
output of one engine a day would
be phenomenal
in 1872 the works as though they were divorced nnd if
now have a capacity of nine engines they find this mode is satisfactory they
get a real divorce.
dally And the American locomotives may then
years they had
For twenty-tw- o
of 1906 and 1907 Is approximately lived
together happily. Then,, for reaa perfect type, one of the world's sons best
they
marvels for speed, strength and ease surprised known to themselves,
their friends by separating.
of control.
Mrs. Puffer has taken up her abode

REPORTED

CHANGE

PAGE SETEN.

Years of Happy Marriage Agreed to Live Apart Three
Years-Wom- an
Gets Alimony
as Usual,

After

now and for a very small amount of the
wherewithal you can replenish your china
closet with some very pretty pieces of broken
sets at less than half regular price.
SEE WINDOW DISPLAY
COR.

EVENING CITIZEN.

PREACHER AND WIFE START oooooooo
o

Mrs. Housekeeper

J.

,

H

new line proposed roit
TEXAS PANHANDLE.

THE
The railroad commission has been
advised of a new railroad project,
which means much to the Panhandle
and a large sectlun of weBtern Texas,
The proposed road
If consummated.
will be known as the Panhandle
Short Line. The survey has been
made and the right of way secured
for the road, between Hartford and
Stanton, on the Texas & Pacific railroad, a distance of about 200 miles.
The work of construction will begin
about May 1. The plans of the promoters of tho road contemplate
building a direct line from Boulder,
Colo., to a point on the Texas coast,
Angelo and
passing through Sun
probably San Antonio.
BALDWIN WOltKS REACH
THE 30,000 MARK.
Mention was made the other day
that a white pennant marked "30,-00floated over the Baldwin Locomotive works at Philadelphia, says
an eastern paper. There Is a history behind the fact. Of these Bald- -
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Its Location

BELEN IS SI MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 2GxH0
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC RARK A..1J GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1.500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
BELEN
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINEHT; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANT?. ETC. BELEN 13 THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE.
ITS
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY iN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.

OXeOeOO0OOOOSi
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TO BELEN, N, M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and Im
provemen Co.
jOHN BECKER,

Pres.

WM, M. BERGER, Sec'y

KeKKCeoeee
rOeKKeoeeee
A

Railway Center

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL CO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
S.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANMONEY
TY
PURCHASE
DEEDS.
S
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
ONE-THIR-
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MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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FRIDAY, FKBRCAJIY

lags tastefully draped over the

LOCAL AND
L. V. Duvall of Raton is here on
bu win ens.
H. H. Franklin came In from San
(a Fe Inst night.
George W. Hennesy Is here from

Dainty Oxfords
For Women
We have just received some of
the latest stive low shoes in
Douglas, Vici Kid and Patent
Kid.
Their graceful shapes are a de
light to the eye, their perfect fit .nakes the feet comfortable
and their splendid wear and low
prices are easy on the pocketbook.
--

vr

Patent

$2.50 to 3,50

Oxfords

Kid

....

Vici Kid Oxfords, black
and tan

It

$1,65 to 3.00

Camas Oxfords, white
- - - $1,50 to 2,00
or gray

BRIG
HAM
Headquarters

CAN.

2nd.
Our LeadersThe Celebrated

118-12-

S.

0

Packages, tSo and J5o per lbi.
1 lb. tins, 45c.

I

for Coffee

Richelieu Coffees
tins, 86o.

b.

8 -- lb

.Una, 11.00.

Capitol Coffee
bucket,

with

premium,

Golden Gate coffee
- lb. tina, 40c.
- lb. tins, 80c.
Something unique nothing like It In the city. Try a
.
en, nrs
Bulk coffee, I to to 40o,
b.

$1.00.

12-

GEO. W. HICKOI

can.

mm,m

i

T. Y. MAYNAHD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

MEXICO'S

Mes-dam-

PERSONAL.

1

LEADING

JEWFLERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH SECOND ST.

Wagner Hardware
Fourth and Railroad Avenue

Co.

Adnmana, Arizona.
Hon. JURto II. Armljo has returned
from a visit to the capital.
Harry Henderson of Flagstaff, Arl
zona, Is stopping at the Savoy.
D. F. White Is In
Albuquerqu
from his home at Abcllene, Texas.
Guy Rogers of the First National
bank Is reported quite ill at his
home.
Payson Ripley, Santa Fe tralnmas
ter, of San Marclal, is In Albuquer
que.
F. C. Morello, merchant at Globe
Ariz., is in the city on a visit to rel
stives.
F. B. Iliim is among the visitors
from Santa Fe, who are In the Duke
City today.
W. H. Deerstyne is here on his reg
ular trip for the Peters Paper Co,
of Denver.
Dr. W. F. Wlttwer, practloner at
Dr. W. F. Wlttwer, practitioner at
buquerque yesterday.
The W. C. T. U. will meet tomor
row afternoon In the Baptist church.
Everyone Is welcome.
Miss Lou Hughes, stenographer in
the legislature at Santa Fe, Is horn
to spend Saturday and Sunday.
Eugenlo Baca was called to Belen
Inst night on business. He expects
to be absent from the city four days,
Bishop J. W. Kendrlck of the Epls
copal church spent yesterday at San
ta Fe and returned to this city last
night.
Miss Jane McPartland, the millln
er, has returned from a goods buying
by a Miss
trip east, accompanied
Garska, an experienced trimmer.
General Manager Wells of the San
ta Fe coast lines arrived here last
night on No. 8 from Los Angeles,
Mrs. Wells arrived from the east on
No. 1 and Joined him here.
Mrs. Harry w. Kelly and son
family of Manager Kelly of Gross,
Kelly & Co., came down from Las
Vegas last night to spend a few
days In the territorial metropolis.
R. W. Hadden returned home last
night after a four days' visit in San
ta Fe. Mr. Hadden was one ol the
last of the Boosters who went to
Santa Fe Monday morning to return
home.
Councilman Sulzer and Represen
tatives Iluppe and Montoya, the Ber
nallllo delegation to the legislature,
came down from the capital last
night for a few days' visit with their
families. The Bernalillo delegation
is composed of the most active men
In the legislature.
ext Sunday will be an unusual day
for the Baptists of this city.
Rev
Dr. W. L. Plckard, who preached so
acceptably last Sunday to a crowded
house, will speak again morning and
evening.
The seating capacity of
the church will be Increased so as to
seat as many as possible.
Knights of Clumbus, attention
Every Knight of Columbus, who can
possibly do so, is urgently requested
to be present In St. Mary's hall this
evening, immediately after services
In the church
will
The members
march in a body to the residence of
our late brother, John J. Mooney,
where the offices for the dead will be
recited. F. G. Scheele, acting grand
knight.

LEW WALLACE

CHAPTER

CHARMING HOSTESS

A Rarebit
liju-ma-

Chafing Dish
prsdnrod a dainty mnrael toreirale
- that your
yoi:r ir ic. t. :.c u: e
i
anpnUtl with the
cramlraa 'Ivory1 hmbi
clnl fowl pan found only in
Tina

in--

ctiafira;

ptentl

Man-Din-

& Co. Clia&ug IHaUca.

ron bale

Wagner
Hardware
Successors to Albuquerque

Hardware

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

Co.
Co.

THE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD
Dlamosdi, Watches, Jewelry. Cat Ulas4. Clocks.
your trade and guarantea A SQUARE DEAL.

8Il?erare.

AVE.
We Invite

Quite the most pretentious recep
tion given in Albuquerque for some
time is the annual affair of Lew
Wallace chapter, Daughters of the
American Revolution, at the home of
Dr. James II. Wroth. Fifth and Cop
per avenue, this afternoon.
More
than 200 guests are included In the
list of those Invited.
The hours are
from, 3 to 6 o'clock. Following the
reception a 7 o'clock dinner will be
served at the Wroth home to the
husbands of the chapter members.
The social event at the Wroth's
this afternoon Is the second annual
reception of Lew Wallace chapter,
wnicn is appropriately given on
Washington's birthday.
A year ago today marked the In
ltlal reception of the chapter at the
home of Mrs. J. B. Mayo. Since that
occasion Lew Wallace chapter, which
Is three years old, has materially In
creased In membership.
The Wroth home Is a bower of
plant and color loveliness.
The
scheme is flags, which are artistically
subdued with festoons of green as
paragus and fern.
The roomy ground floor of the
house Is filled with guests and the
arrangements are superb. The largo
reception hall shows wide American

Cl'RED.

523 WEST RAILROAD AVE.

j.

"I

New Shirts

Frank Moore Is hostess this
afternoon at a church tea to the lady
Mrs.

4.4.4.4.4.

j. 4.

4.4.4.

4.4..N
119 West Gold Avenue

by us.

&

9M

Lindemann,
206 W. QoM Aveoo

COAL

ton

Now, If you have purchased
any
clothing from ua bearing the II., S. &
M. label, which la faulty In any manner whatever If the coat don't hold
ita shape properly if the lining did
not wear well If the cloth faded or
wore poorly, or If you have any other
grievance In regard to It resulting
from ordinary wear, we would esteem It a favor If you would return
such garment and let ua make it good
either by rellning or repairing It
or making a proper price allowance
fair and square to both of us.

per

block,

Lump
Anthracite Nnt
Anthracite mixed
Anthracite, stove .and
sizes
Clean Gas Coke
Cerrlllos

.

furnace

WOOD.

$6.50
$6.50
$8.50
$0.00

$$.50
$6.00

Green Mill Wood, per load.

We shall continue to make the sale
of Hart, Schaffner & Marx clothing
the main feature of our business and
want you to know beyond a doubt-t- hat
these goods are absolutely warranted In every respect.

.. .$2.25

W. H. HAHN & CO.
Both Phones.

I

CHAMPION GROCERY CO.

Women's house shoes, toe ullnnera
and Julletes. Neat
looking, easy on the feet, well wear.
mg. prices range from $1.10 to
12.00. C. May's Shoe Store. 314 West
Railroad avenue.

I

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Our new telephone number la 61.

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Ccppar Ave.

Stoves and Steel Ranges
HARDWARE-an-

RANCH SUPPLIES

d

Wagon Covers,

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

TIN SHOP
in Rear of Store

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles,

strap sandals

POUND SALE.
weighing about 600
pounds, with brands on left hip and
left shoulder, white spot In forehead
will be sold under the hammer at the
city building Thursday morning, Feb,
28, 1907, at 10 o'clock.
By order of
THOS. McMILLIX,
City Marshal.
A bay pony,

e

PRATT'S HEAVE, COUGH AXII
OLD CURE, SURE AND SAFE A
SCIENTIFIC PREPARATION USEI1
FOR MANY YEARS BY HORSE
OWNERS AND VETERINARY SI It.
GEONS.
E. W. FEE, 602 SOUTH
FIRST STREET. PHONE 16.
TO THE PUBLIC.
Wo, the undersigned, Iinve this dav
sold to tlio Wagner Hardware com
pany the stock ami good will of the
Albuquerque
Hardware
cnniiNuiv.
who will collect all accounts due said
Albuquerque Hardware company and
pay all bills contracted by said com
pany. We also, In tills connection
ulnli to thank you kindly for tlio very
liberal patronage extended to the Albuquerque Hardware company In tlio
past, and trust you will continue tlio
same courtesy to Oie new company.
lours very truly,
WHITNEY COMPANY.

IHI

ft

0
Wholesale and Rtnil

0

HARDWARE

EY

ON

Nice

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,

Fittings-Ste- am

and Water

SuppliesHose and Belting:.
Stoves. Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
J Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies,
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refrain from again saying something about Home Insurance,
Every time that the proposition presents Itself of the
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the conviction cornea home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplua of
the big Eastern Companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when It can be placed In home inaurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It Is gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more Its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
horn? companlea far exceeded foreign companlea In the amount of business written.
Why cannot thla same record be made hereT It can if
every individual who takee out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It is to keep hla Insurance at home before he puts hla name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers excepUonal opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell ita policies.
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SOCIAL DANCE
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Occidental Life Insurance Company
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Honey for
Extracted
Order by Postal.
W. P. Allen, Box 203, Albuquerque.

10 lbs.
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E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
122 South Second St.
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Genuine American

special matinee for ladles and
children tomorrow afternoon at the
Dlmeodeum, 309 West Railroad ave
nue.
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However, as we aell Hart, Schaffner
Marx clothing under an absolute
guarantee as to material and workmanship, we desire to be assured that
no Imperfect garments have been Bold

a

Do It Today

The Washington's blrthdav idea la
appropriately carried out In the tasty
nas araperies wnicn feature the Interior decoration of the home. The
dining room is Invitingly arranged
ana the guests are charmingly served
with light lunch and the contributions to the worthy cause are cheer
fully offered while the happy affair
progresses. The hours are from 8
until 6, and Mrs. Moore receives the
congratulations of her church friends
upon the success of her novel pur

Crawford

This is the largest line of fine goods in the city.
glance at them will convince you.

J

We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices almost
SEE US betore you buy

r

John

75c, 1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75 up to 2.50

we began to aell
Hart, Schaffner
a Marx clothing. Our success
has been phenomenal. We have eold
several hundred Sulta and Overcoats
of thla make and believe we have
given universal satisfaction
to the
wearers of thla make of goods,
H

TODAY

members of the Lead avenue Methodist church, at her home, 1115
TIJeras. avenue, where there are
about 100 guests.
The purpose of
the tea Is to raise funds for the benefit of the church and a silver offering
is taken.
Assisting Mrs. Moore in the reception and entertainment of her guests
are Mesdames J. C. Rollins
h
Ives, W. W. Strong and Misses Ethel
Mickey, Nancy Hewitt and Nell

BIQ LOAD OP MILL WOOD
12.25 AND $2.75
FOR

Our elegant new Spring Line of the Latest Creations ?
in fancy Negligee Shirts is now on display

year ago
v USTthe a celebrated
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GIVESJHURCII

602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

SHIRTS

NOW

In the purchase of a Piano

The firm of Lommort A Matt
corner Seventh and TIJeras, will here- auer De known as

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
S6.50
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
PER TON
$8.50

doctor Mccormick.
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ing passages to the library,
living
room and dining room, where
II. n. Ray, J. B. Mayo, W. B.
Cannon, John Welnxerl and N. E.
Stevens are In charge.
These Indies
are assisted by Misses Susan Phillips,
Edith Walker, Eileen McMlllin and
Estelle Luther.
DeWolff,
Mrs.
a
harpist who has achieved an enviable reputation, effectively renders patriotic strains upon her Instrument,
to the delight of the guests who are
engaged In social Intercourse.
The centerpiece on the dining room
table Is a small splnnlngwheel, done
In mahogany. It Is emblematic of the
t. A. R. The wneel Is studded with
mlnature Incandescent lights. Clinging asparagus Is gracefully intertwined about the centerpiece, and
there are calla lilies In evidence in
the decoration.
Mrs. B. ,s. Rodey and her charming daughter serve punch in the library, where small flags are clustered
on the chandeliers with a profusion
of bunting and green on the walls.
As the guests depart with profuse
congratulations to the chapter members, who are hostesses of the occasion, they are presented with
d
souvenirs by Miss Lottie
Stewart. The souvenirs were chosen
by Mesdames N. E. Stevens, W. S.
Burke and E. H. Dunbar, and they
excite nattering comment.
There are three chapters of the D.
A. R. in New Mexico at this time.
Silver City, Santa Fe and Albuquerque enjoy the distinction of having
them.
The objects of the organization, in addition to the social features, are the preservation of historical things pertaining to the American revolution In relic and story.
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